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Uncovering microRNA Function Through Data Integration 

Alex T. Adai 

Extraordinary technologies for sequencing DNA and measuring gene expression 

helped produce the genomic revolution, and brought new opportunities for analysis 

driven science. We proposed and developed analysis techniques for integrating diverse 

data sets to annotate a recently discovered class of genes called microRNAs (miRNAs). 

In animals, miRNAs are small ~22nt RNA sequences that post-transcriptionally regulate 

genes by hybridizing to sites on the 3’ untranslated region (3’UTR) of the mRNA 

sequence, and subsequently inhibit translation and potentially degrade the target. We 

introduce the mirDUCE algorithm, which predicts miRNA expression, the marVLE and 

marDUSE algorithms, which predict miRNA targets, and the Cumulative Regulatory 

Score (CRS) to sort and rank precomputed miRNA target predictions. All of these 

algorithms can add substantial insight to the regulatory potential of miRNAs, by 

predicting miRNA targets for a user-defined context. We use these algorithms, in 

combination with diverse data types to uncover a family of epithelial miRNAs regulating 

mesenechymal genes, and a family of basal miRNAs regulating luminal genes. Our 

results from the analysis of mRNA and miRNA expression across 134 cell lines show the 

mir-200 family is strongly expressed in epithelial cells, and targets genes that 

undoubtedly repress the canonical epithelial marker E-Cadherin. Using much of the same 

data, we separately show that the mir-221/222 family, likely driven by the expression of 

the basal transcription factor Fra-1, targets the luminal estrogen receptor (ER). Luminal 

and basal cell lines are breast specific epithelial and mesenchymal cell lines, respectively. 

The mir-221/222 target predictions according to marDUSE show evidence of having 
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prognostic value based on survival analysis, which is consistent with known ER negative 

outcome. The results of the mir-200 and mir-221/222 families of miRNAs have profound 

implications for understanding epithelial and mesenchymal cell identity. The analysis we 

outline is generic and applicable to all questions relevant to miRNA target annotation 

given the availability of miRNA and mRNA expression data. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small ~22nt noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) that 

posttranscriptionally regulate gene expression in animals and plants, by inhibiting the 

function of endogenous mRNAs.  miRNAs target mRNAs for cleavage or translational 

repression, resulting in effects on many important developmental processes such as cell 

proliferation, cell death, and organogenesis (1).  Studies on the timing of C. elegans 

larval development uncovered lin-4, a gene that encodes a pair of small RNAs, 22nt and 

61nt in length, as important regulators (2).  The lin-4 RNAs have complementarity to the 

3’ UTR of the lin-14 gene, resulting in translational repression of the lin-14 regulatory 

pathway, and allowing the progression of larval development from the first to the second 

stage (3).  The 22nt lin-4 RNA is now recognized as a member of an abundant class of 

small regulatory RNAs called miRNAs.   

miRNAs were later discovered within the genomes of humans and flies. miRNAs 

represent at least 1% of the human genes (1), and potentially regulate 20%-30% of the 

human genome (4).  Most miRNA genes are located far from the coding regions of 

protein-coding genes, and are transcribed by RNA polymerase II as independent 

transcription units (5).  A minority of miRNAs are located in the intronic regions of 

mRNAs, resulting in the coordinated expression of the protein and miRNA (6).  miRNAs 

are often clustered in the genome, and these clusters may contain functionally related 

sequences (7).  miRNAs tend to be conserved in closely related animals (8), and some are 
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even more broadly distributed among animal genomes (9), for example between human 

and C. elegans.   

Many miRNAs are cell-type or developmental stage specific (See Table 1).  For 

example, miR-1 is specific to the mammalian heart (10), mir-122 is localized to the liver 

(10), and mir-223 is expressed in mouse bone marrow (11).  A stage-specific example is 

the mir-290-mir-295 cluster, which is expressed in mouse embryonic stem cells but not 

after the cells have differentiated (12).  The sheer abundance of miRNAs in many 

different cell types (8) points to their importance in the developmental programs of plants 

and animals. 

miRNAs are processed by Dicer from larger endogenously expressed precursor 

sequences (13).  In animals, the precursor sequences have a characteristic hairpin 

structure which are ~70nt in length and typically conserved in multiple species. 

Posttranscriptional gene silencing through mRNA degradation or translational inhibition 

are nearly universal Dicer dependent functions of miRNAs. 

Animal miRNAs generally base pair imperfectly with the 3’UTR of their target 

mRNAs and inhibit protein translation.  In contrast, plant miRNAs have perfect 

complementarity to their targets and induce mRNA degradation (14). Both types of 

miRNA pathways require the Dicer and Argonaute family of proteins.  Dicers contain 

ATPase/RNA helicase, PAZ, RNAse III, and dsRNA binding domains, and function to 

process precursor RNAs into the smaller miRNAs.  Argonautes contain PAZ and PIWI 

domains and function within ribonuclear protein complexes (RNPs) to degrade mRNA 

targets. 
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1.2 RNA Interference, siRNAs and miRNAs 

What is known today as RNA interference (RNAi) resulted from a circuitous set 

of discoveries: starting with antisense silencing (15), to the counter intuitive effects of 

cosuppression of an endogenous chalcone synthase from a transgene in petunias (16), and 

finally a systematic dsRNA (sense+antisense) targeting and suppression of homologous 

endogenous genes in C. elegans (17). Both siRNAs and miRNAs utilize RNAi. miRNAs 

are functionally similar to small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), but distinct in origin. 

siRNAs are 21-23nt cleavage products of typically exogenously introduced double 

stranded RNA (dsRNA). Previous experiments demonstrated similar targeting behavior 

of siRNAs and miRNAs in mammals (18), which opened up the possibility of using 

siRNAs to model miRNAs and vice-versa. Both miRNAs and siRNAs are incorporated in 

the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to degrade sequence specific target mRNAs 

in a process known as RNAi.  

1.3 miRNAs Affect Protein and mRNA Levels 
 

Seminal research on the lin-4 miRNA acting on multiple target sites of the lin-14 

protein in C. elegans suggested miRNAs were involved in inhibition of protein 

translation without significant effects on mRNA levels (2, 3). Although the lin-14 mRNA 

level was recently shown to be reduced (19), many other studies reviewed elsewhere (20) 

do suggest a decrease in protein levels with unaffected mRNA levels.  However, the 

mechanism for inhibition of protein translation is unclear. One possibility is the 

sequestration of mRNA targets to processing bodies (P-bodies), an mRNA degradation 

center and repository for decapping enzymes Dcp1 and 2. Localization of a key member 

of the RISC complex, the Argonaute 2 (Ago2) protein, to the P-Bodies is ideal for 
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sequestering mRNAs from translational machinery (21, 22). Microscopy revealed 

colocalization of Ago2 with GW182, a protein involved in mRNA metabolism localized 

to cytoplasmic bodies, even in the absense of siRNAs or targeting mRNAs. RNaseA 

treatement showed a decrease in Ago2 cytoplasmic bodies showing that RNA is 

necessary for the integrity of Ago2-containing cytoplasmic bodies (21). It is still not clear 

how the miRNA-induced translational repression complex causes translational repression 

of target mRNAs, or if miRNA targeted mRNAs are localized to p-bodies as well (21). 

Elsewhere, microscopy revealed colocalization of Ago2, Dcp1a, Dcp2 (decapping 

enzymes) independent of RNA in RNaseA treated samples (22).  However, in this paper, 

using PAZ domain mutants of Ago2, no localization was observed in contrast to the 

previous paper (21). Target reporter mRNAs and miRNAs were shown to localize to P-

bodies when target sites exist in the UTR as opposed to controls. 

1.4 miRNAs in Cancer 

miRNAs have been identified as both tumor suppressors and oncogenes (23), and 

have been implicated in a wide variety of cancers.  The association between miRNAs and 

cancer was first shown with the observation that mir-15 and mir-16 were located in a 

chromosomal region deleted in about 68% of all cases of B-cell chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia (24).  mir-15a and mir-16 are also downregulated in pituitary adenomas 

compared to normal tissue (25), and both miRNAs were identified as negative regulators 

of Bcl2, a protein that functions in apoptosis (26).  mir-17-92 is another example of an 

oncogenic miRNA, with roles in the development of lymphoma and lung cancer (27, 28).  

The mir-17-92 cluster is proposed to regulate the cell cycle by inhibiting the pro-

apoptotic cell cycle regulator E2F1 (29).   
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Many miRNAs were shown to be upregulated or downregulated in human breast 

cancer cells (30, 31).  The expression of these miRNAs is correlated with other breast 

cancer markers such as estrogen and progesterone receptor expression.  Other types of 

cancers involving miRNAs include papillary thyroid carcinoma, glioblastoma, 

neuroblastoma, and pancreatic cancer (32-35).   

Given the role of miRNAs in many cancers, it is reasonable to evaluate them for 

their diagnostic or prognostic value.  Indeed, miRNA expression profiles have been able 

to discriminate between cancerous and noncancerous lung tissues (36), and let-7 miRNA 

expression was significantly inversely associated with survival in patients with lung 

cancers (37). 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

1.5.1 Predicting miRNA Expression and Targets 

Predicting miRNA expression and targets from a genome-wide mRNA or protein 

expression experiment is critical for identifying the regulatory roles of miRNAs in the 

specific context. In Chapter 2, we present three algorithms for such purpose: mirDUCE, 

for predicting miRNA expression; marDUSE and marVLE, for predicting miRNA 

targets. To predict miRNA expression, we rely on the fact that miRNAs regulate 

numerous genes so we expect numerous targets to be downregulated (or upregulated) if a 

miRNA is upregulated (downregulated). miRNA target prediction is already a well 

developed field, but we add a novel twist to currently available prediction algorithms. We 

introduce an algorithm, marDUSE, that predicts miRNA targets by using both sequence 

and expression. This is in contrast to most algorithms that use predominately sequence 
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information such as conservation and accessibility. On that note, we seek to improve on 

sequence based predictions with the marVLE algorithm. marVLE uses conservation and 

accessibility to predict gene expression upon miRNA expression. All three algorithms are 

complementary, and are useful for developing new hypotheses about miRNA function. 

1.5.2 Mir-221/222 Modulates Estrogen Receptor Status and Signaling 

We developed a heuristic measure named the Cumulative Regulatory Score (CRS) 

that identifies genes regulated by multiple miRNAs, and ranks them by considering the 

strength and cumulative effect of the miRNA(s) and mRNA target anti-correlation. We 

used this heuristic to hypothesize that a pair of miRNAs, hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 

(mir-221/222), regulate the estrogen receptor (ESR1). The mir-221/222 target site on 

ESR1 was experimentally validated, and we show effects on downstream ESR1 

signaling. Preliminary results also indicate that the basal marker Fra-1 (FOSL1) drives 

mir-221/222 expression. Finally, a marDUSE target signature suggests prognostic value 

in enumerating mir-221/222 targets.   

1.5.3 Using Signature Analysis to Find miRNAs Driving Epithelial 

Identity 

In Chapter 4, we describe a pipeline to annotate miRNA function by finding 

miRNAs associated with gene signatures. The pipeline consists of 1) Using paired 

mRNA and miRNA expression arrays to correlate miRNA expression to signature 

prevalence 2) Identifying an anticorrelated target cascade 3) Using marDUSE to find the 

most anticorrelated targets in the user-defined signature context. As a proof of concept 

application we found a family of epithelial miRNAs, the mir-200 family, potentially 
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regulating numerous mesenchymal genes. We used additional protein-protein interaction 

data to show that the same family of miRNAs likely regulates epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) expression. 
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microRNA Tissue Validation Comments 

mir-124 and variants Brain (M) - 25% to 48% of cloned miRNAs 
(10). 
(Z) – In situ hybridization (38). 
(H) – miRNA microarray (39). 

(H) - Overexpression profiles 
similar to brain (40). 
(Z) – Significant presence in 
nervous system (38). 
(F) – Neural/brain related genes are 
underrepresented as targets (4). 

mir-1 Heart (M) – 45% of cloned miRNAs (10). LacZ 
sensor, and northern blot (41). 
(Ch) – northern blot (41). 
(H) – miRNA microarray (39). 
(M) – Northern blot (42). 

(M) – Cardiogenesis and 
differentiation (43). 
(H) - Overexpression profiles 
similar to muscle (40). 
(F) – Muscle related genes are 
underrepresented as targets (4). 
(M) – Along with cluster partner 
mir-133 is adult heart specific; mir-
1 overexpression enhances while 
knockout inhibits myogenesis. The 
opposite is true for mir-133 (42). 

mir-122 Liver (M) – 72% of cloned miRNAs (10). 
(Z) – In situ hybridization (38). 
(H) – miRNA microarray (39). 

(M) – Probably involved in 
cholesterol biosynthesis (44). 
(H) – Dynamic stress response in 
Huh7 cells modulates a mir-122 
target, CAT-1 (45). 

mir-143 Spleen (M) – 30% of cloned miRNAs (10). (H) – Strongly expressed in many 
tissues (39). 

mir-142-as Colon (M) – 30% of cloned miRNAs (10). (H) – Immune specific, but some 
colon: miRNA microarray (39). 

mir-206 Muscles (Z) – In situ hybridization (38). 
(H) – Skeletal muscle: miRNA 
microarray (39). 

 

mir-126 Heart (Z) – In situ hybridization (38). (Z) – Significant presence in blood 
vessels (38). 
(H) – Strong in heart, but also in 
other tissues (39). 

mir-134 Brain (H) – northern blot (46). (H) – Inhibits Limk1 to 
dynamically regulate spine 
development (46). 
(H) – Potentially brain specific: 
miRNA microarray (39). 

mir-196 Hindlimbs (M) – Sensor (M) – Hoxb8 is down in hindlimbs 
but up in forelimbs 

Table 1 Some Common Tissue Specific miRNAs. 

Each miRNA is shown that is known to be tissue specific (column 1) along with the 

tissue type (column 2) and method of validation (column 3) with comments (column 4). 

Evidence can come from different species: human (H); mouse (M); chick embryo (Ch); 

zebrafish (Z); fly (F). Names with a ‘-as’ suffix refer to the antisense strand of the 

miRNA. In mice, one should also note that miRNA cloning frequencies in eye and spinal 

cord were similar to brain (7). 
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2 Predicting miRNA Expression and Targets 

2.1 Introduction 
 

Exposing miRNA function involves putting miRNA expression in the context of 

its targets. Recent research shows that a single miRNA downregulates many targets, and 

the regulatory effect is proportional to the number of target sites. That is, downregulated 

genes are enriched for target sites of an upregulated miRNA. We implemented an 

algorithm, mirDUCE, for the purpose of predicting miRNA expression. MirDUCE, 

inspired from the successful algorithm REDUCE (47) for transcription factor binding site 

analysis, essentially predicts miRNA expression by correlating target site motif 

frequencies (motifs complementary to the 5’ end of the miRNA) with target gene 

expression. A target site motif is defined as any 6-8nt sequence in a gene’s 3’UTR that is 

complementary to a subset of the first 8 bases at the 5’end of a miRNA. Once 

differentially expressed miRNAs have been established, miRNA targets are inferred 

through a second program, marDUSE. MarDUSE is a novel probabilistic algorithm for 

miRNA target detection. marDUSE uses a mixture model to classify genes as targets or 

non-targets based on sequence and expression data. We also introduce preliminary results 

from another more experimental algorithm, marVLE, which uses sequence conservation 

and accessibility to predict target expression from an upregulated miRNA. In contrast to 

marDUSE, marVLE relies exclusively on sequence based information, and is more 

preliminary in development. See Figure 1 for a brief description of marVLE and 

marDUSE. These three algorithms are complementary, and can serve as part of a general 

strategy to annotate miRNA function and infer their respective targets. 
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Despite numerous studies suggesting miRNAs primarily affecting protein levels, 

microarray experiments revealed mRNA level changes of several genes due to 

nonspecific effects of an siRNA targeting MAPK14 (48). Subsequent experiments 

showed mRNA expression profiles in HeLa cell cultures mimicked that of heart and brain 

when overexpressing heart specific mir-1 and brain specific mir-124, respectively (40). In 

addition, microarray experiments revealed that disruption of the liver specific mir-122 

upregulated genes enriched in sites complementary to seed sequences from mir-122 (44). 

These studies demonstrated large-scale mRNA effects as a result of siRNA/miRNA 

overexpression. Other studies have since expanded on the effects of siRNAs and 

miRNAs modulating mRNA target levels (4, 49, 50). 

These investigations, and many others, concluded miRNA seed sequences, a 7-8nt 

continuous subset of the 5’ end of the miRNA, have a significant impact on 3’ UTR 

evolution and mRNA expression profiles. Pathway analysis of signaling networks 

revealed that miRNA targets are significantly less common in proteins forming core 

functional modules - the shortest paths from receptors to outputs (51). This is consistent 

with independent analysis showing that core cellular machinery tends to have shorter 

3’UTRs, and a lower density of miRNA targets (4).  In essence, evolution negatively 

selects off target sites (even UTR length) for concomitantly expressed miRNAs, while 

enriching for true target sites. This reinforced a previously proposed concept of “anti-

target” and “target” proclivities for target sites (52). A binary “target” and “anti-target” 

representation is likely a good first order approximation, but the likelihood is a 

continuous measure inclusive of “neutral” miRNA targets and miRNA target ‘tuning’ 

(52). These concepts produced a notion of “mutually exclusive” (anti-correlated) 
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expression of miRNAs and targets (4). Together, these concepts suggest the prediction of 

miRNA expression by measuring the target mRNA expression. Indeed, previously 

mentioned studies used mRNA expression to estimate miRNA tissue localization (49, 

50). 

MiRNA target prediction is a developed field of research that leveraged many 

successes in predicting transcription factor binding sites. Since ~6-8nt of the first 8nt in a 

miRNA (the seed sequence) is the predominant predictor of miRNA targets, research 

groups focused intently on strategies of counting sequences complementary to miRNA 

seed sequences (53). Among the two most successful target prediction algorithms are 

Pictar (54) and TargetScan (including subsequent versions of TargetScan) (55, 56). Pictar 

is a segmentation algorithm that uses a probabilistic model to score how well a 3’UTR is 

composed of miRNA target sites vs. random sequences.  TargetScanS essentially scores 

the number of conserved target sites complementary to miRNA seed sequences. 

TargetScanS, which replaced TargetScan, was recently updated and renamed 

TargetScan4.0 (57). TargetScan4.0 incorporated additional rules to annotate and score 

potential target sites including AU-nucleotide composition, co-occurance of target sites 

for co-expressed miRNAs, 3’ binding of the miRNA, and positional specification of the 

target sites. Recently, an algorithm GenMir builds on existing target prediction 

algorithms by ranking candidates based on incorporating miRNA and mRNA expression 

data (58, 59). Other miRNA target prediction algorithms are reviewed elsewhere (53, 60). 

2.2 The mirDUCE Algorithm: miRNA Detection Using 

Correlation with Expression 
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We present an algorithm, mirDUCE, for the purpose of miRNA detection using 

correlation with expression, which was inspired from REDUCE, the successful program 

for regulatory element detection using correlation with expression (47). MirDUCE is 

premised on the assumption that more miRNA target site motifs in a sequence will lead 

to greater protein/mRNA down regulation when a miRNA is strongly expressed. Previous 

research showed the correlation between translational repression and target site motif 

copy number (18). Hence, by correlating target site motif frequencies with mRNA 

expression, for example, through a microarray, one can infer the potential miRNA 

regulator(s) inherent in the system. mirDUCE essentially solves a constrained motif 

problem of the target sequences: find target site motifs whose frequencies significantly 

correlate with expression and can hybridize with seed sequences in the 5’ end of 

miRNAs. Such correlation and accompanying statistical significance can be regarded as a 

measure of regulatory potential of a miRNA, thereby inferring differential expression of 

miRNAs. mirDUCE essentially detects a transcriptional cascade of potential targets. 

mirDUCE provides an opportunity to screen new and vintage microarray data to identify 

underlying miRNA regulators in a given system. mirDUCE is freely available and 

implemented in C++. This report includes an appendix, which includes mirDUCE case 

studies and usage. 

REDUCE is based upon regressing motifs frequencies that are upstream of ORF 

on gene expression to predict potential regulatory elements or transcription factor binding 

sites. It finds the motif that best explains the genome-wide expression, subtracts residuals 

of the linear regression fit from the expression and iterates the process for the next best 
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motif. MirDUCE uses a Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) instead of a linear 

regression. The PCC for any target site motif, m, is: 
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where Ck
m is the number of target sites for motif m for gene k, 

! 

C 
m  is the average number 

of counts for motif m, 

! 

E is the average expression value over all genes, Ek is the 

expression value for gene k, Sc
m is the standard deviation of the counts for motif m, SE

m is 

standard deviation of the expression values for motif m. We found that normalizing the 

counts, Ck
m, by the length of the 3’UTR is an appropriate normalization scheme to control 

for the length of the sequence. This implies that Ck
m is in fact Ck

m /|k| where |k| is the 

length of the target sequence (3’ UTR). We refer to this as the ‘Normalized Increment’, 

as opposed to the ‘Standard Increment’ where Ck
m is simply the originally defined motif 

frequency for gene k. 

In order to help mitigate effects from random motif occurrences, we introduced a 

weighting mechanism. Instead of using an increment of one for the counts Ck
m, mirDUCE 

allows weights so that Ck
m is equal to the average weight over the motif. That is, 
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where wb is the weight of base b in motif m, and |m| is the length of motif m. The first 

sum is over all motifs in gene k, and the second sum is over all bases in each motif. 

Again, we prefer a Normalized Increment, which implies the previous Ck
m is scaled by 

1/|k|. The weights are any numbers, but typical biological weights could include 

conservation, accessibility or repeat masked elements with any of these ranging from 0 to 

1. Conservation and accessibility calculations are explained below. 
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2.2.1 mirDUCE Proof of Concept Application: miRNA Overexpression 

Experiments 

We tested mirDUCE under the simplest of circumstances: predicting which 

miRNA is upregulated in a system with an ectopically expressed miRNA. We profiled 

gene expression at 18 and 72 hours after transfecting the basal (mesenchymal) MDA-

MB-231 cell line with epthilial mir-200b mimics. We also profiled gene expression at 18 

and 72 hours after transfecting the luminal (epithelial) MCF7 cell line with pooled basal 

(mesenchymal) mir-221/222 miRNAs. These gene expression values are compared to 

scrambled miRNA transfections at the same time points in order to calculate log fold 

changes of each gene as a function of the overexpressed miRNA mimics. These 

experiments are described in more detail later. For these 4 sets of experiments we used 

mirDUCE to calculate the PCC of every hexamer and heptamer sequence in 3’UTR 

sequences complementary to subsequences of bases 1-8nt at the 5’end of 309 known 

miRNAs. mirDUCE was run with different options allowing Standard Increment and 

Normalized Increment (defined above), and allowing 1) no weights 2) weights by 

accessibility 3) weights by conservation. These results are reported in Table 2 and Table 

3. As expected, the top motifs that were most anti-correlated with expression were 

complementary the 5’end of the overexpressed miRNAs. The correlations are negative 

because the targets (strongly downregulated) are anticorrelated with the transfected 

miRNA (strongly upregulated). The different weight components show that conservation, 

and to some extent accessibility, can add value in weighting the correlations although the 

unweighted motif correlations were top ranked as well. In addition, we see that the 

Standard Increment seems to perform slightly better in terms of having stronger PCC 
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values however false positives have stronger PCC values as well (data not shown). We 

are currently evaluating which combination of weights and normalization simultaneously 

strengthens PCC values for true motifs, yet weakens PCC values for false motifs. This 

can be done in systems where we simultaneously predict miRNA expression in biological 

systems where miRNA and mRNA expression arrays are available. This ongoing 

evaluation will be done in the context of less artificial experiments, but our preliminary 

data is encouraging. 

2.2.2 mirDUCE Proof of Concept Application: Worm Development 

 As a proof of concept experiment we hypothesized we could predict essential 

miRNAs and targets for worm larval L2-to-L3 stage transition. After analyzing publicly 

available microarray data of L3 gene expression relative to L2 (61), the motif 

GAGGUAG of the let-7 family was top ranked in unweighted experiments (p<.001), but 

not top ranked when weighted by conservation or accessibility. When sorting genes by 

the number of 3’UTR target sites complementary to this motif (or the sum of the 

PhastCons scores, which is similar to conservation) the top ranked genes are hbl-1 (4 

sites) and daf-12 (3 sites) followed by hil-7 (1 site). These results are in agreement with 

recent experiments suggesting that let-7 family members mir-48, mir-84 and mir-241 

function together to control the L2-to-L3 transition, likely by downregulating hbl-1(62). 

The analysis was very simple: use mirDUCE to detect strongly expressed miRNAs, and 

simply count conserved sites (sites complementary to the mirDUCE results) for target 

prediction. This simple procedure produced accurate and biologically meaningful results. 
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2.2.3 Implications for siRNA Research and Design 

 Establishing rules of siRNA mediated target degradation or translational 

repression is an active area of research. Most research has focused on sequence 

composition of siRNA::target duplexes, and strand specific free energy bias of the siRNA 

duplex, (63-67), with some work on target site accessibility (68-70). Target site 

accessibility was shown to be important in constructs containing local RNA secondary 

structure interference, although whether long-range secondary structure effects are 

disruptive in typical UTRs was an open question until fairly recently. Other key rules of 

siRNA efficiency include low GC content (66), position specific base frequencies (63, 

66), and strand energy bias. Given our results, and those from others, it would be 

important to incorporate potential off-target effects into siRNA design, if possible. 

Specifically, mirDUCE could estimate potential seed sequences to avoid or encourage, in 

designing siRNAs by examining the correlation of all, say, hexamers that compose a 

putative target sequence given target tissue microarray experiment(s). Selecting hexamers 

as seed sequences for off-targets that are already downregulated could avoid potential 

cytotoxic effects. The same reasoning leads one to avoid seed sequences for off-target 

genes that are strongly upregulated. Finally, one could use miRNA expression data from 

target tissue(s) to provide additional information for seed sequence design of potential 

siRNAs. Simple weighting schemes could easily incorporate multiple microarray 

experiments for siRNAs with multiple target tissues. Additionally, one can extend this 

concept to optimize selection for or against pathways or functional categories of interest. 

The obvious drawback for this analysis is that one is constrained by the target sequence 

composition, and not necessarily by minimizing off target effects. However, since there 
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are multiple siRNAs that can target a single gene there is no reason not to select against 

potentially toxic seed sequences. 

2.3 The marDUSE Algorithm: miRNA Target Detection Using 

Sequence and Expression 

2.3.1 Introduction 

We propose a novel model to calculate the probability of a gene k being a target 

from miRNA a given the sequence and expression of k. Before starting the analysis we 

presumably have three pieces of information: 1) The sequence of every gene k; 2) The 

sequence of miRNA a; 3) The expression value of every k based on some microarray 

experiment where miRNA a is expected to be differentially expressed. The microarray 

experiment could measure relative gene expression between two different tissues or 

environmental conditions. The sequence of k is, in the case of animals, likely to be the 

3’UTR sequence. The analysis also assumes the miRNA regulatory effects are captured 

with the microarray experiment, and that numerous genes are affected; the most affected 

genes typically having more target sites. Given the above-mentioned information, we 

estimate the probability of a gene being a target from a given miRNA relative to it not 

being a target from the same miRNA. Our probabilistic model to predict miRNA targets 

is part of a more comprehensive strategy of understanding miRNA regulation and 

function, and is complementary to a companion program, mirDUCE. marDUSE is freely 

available and implemented in C++. The appendix also includes example usage of 

marDUSE. 
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2.3.2 miRNAs and mRNAs Are Pools of Hexamers 

For the sake of discussion, we assume that a miRNA is a collection of 

independent k-mers of size 6 or hexamers. This is not entirely true because partially 

overlapping hexamers share a subsequence. Because of the overlap, it is impossible for 

some hexamer sequences to follow other hexamers because they lack the subsequence. It 

is important to recognize this assumption, and we are currently exploring alternatives to 

deal with this assumption. Alternatives in the past have usually used a 1st (or nth) order 

Markov to model the nucleotide frequencies or dinucleotide frequencies. The analysis 

that follows makes no assumptions of the kmer size, however biological relevance and 

our independent results suggest hexamers or heptamers (k=6 or 7) to be of the appropriate 

size and work well in practice. We assume that miRNA a can be decomposed into 

hexamers: a = {ha,1, ha,2, …, ha,i, …, ha,|a|}. Here the i subscript means the hexamer is at 

the i’th position from the 5’ end of the miRNA, and |a| is the total number of hexamers 

for miRNA a. A similar decomposition exists for a gene k (or its 3’UTR rather), which 

we will just refer to as “gene k” or just “k”. The hexamers composing k are represented as 

the following: k ={hk,1, hk,2, …, hk,i, …, hk,|k|}. A mapping exists between the hexamers of 

k and a. hk,i is a target site for ha,i if revcom(ha,i) = hk,i, where revcom is the reverse 

complement. One can imagine alternative mapping of ha,i and hk,i that would allow 

mismatches and IUPAC substitutions, but revcom is the most intuitive and 

straightforward. The final scoring system is not inherently dependent on a particular 

mapping strategy, but we have found alternatives to revcom to be inherently more noisy. 

It is also possible to modulate |k| by filterting out kmers that do not pass a certain criteria 

such as not being conserved or too inaccessibile according to RNA secondary structure. 
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2.3.3 Gene Filtering 

 marDUSE groups genes into 3 categories: target and non-target genes, which are 

genes that have at least one k-mer such that revcom(ha,i) ∈ k for i ={1,2,3}; all other 

genes without target sites. All other genes are not considered in the analysis. The point of 

marDUSE is to distinguish targets from non-targets. Targets are predicted to be genuinely 

directly targeted by a, whereas non-targets happen to have a target site, but it is 

explainable by chance.   

2.3.4 Gene Expression Preprocessing 

 Properly transformed mRNA expression values are presumably normally 

distributed. Expression is converted to a z-score: mean centered with a standard deviation 

of one. However, to mitigate outliers that can drive probabilistic fits, a second 

transformation is performed. The final expression values are actually sigmoid 

transformed z-scores. The sigmoid function used is: 
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where Ek
original is the original expression value for gene k. This particular transformation 

is used to mitigate outliers while leaving most expression values within the first standard 

deviation minimally changed. The range of Ek is [-2,2], although it could be rescaled to 

other ranges. Also, converting all expression values to ranks could preclude outlier 

effects. 
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2.3.5 Calculating the Probability of the Observables 

For gene k, we propose a model to maximize the likelihood of the 3’UTR 

sequence, Sk, and observed expression, Ek. Sk is actually interpreted as the probability of 

the observed combination of hexamers in the 3’UTR sequence. For simplicity, we will 

just refer to Sk as the probability of sequence k. The probabilities of the sequence and 

expression data given the model parameters, θ, is 

! 

p(X |") = p(xk |")
k

#

" = {"E ,"S}

xk = {Sk,Ek}

   (1) 

where p(X|θ) is the probability of all the sequences, which is the product of all individual 

probabilities for every k, p(xk|θ). In equation (1), and subsequent equations, there is no 

indication of miRNA a because the analysis assumes that all calculations are for a 

particular miRNA a. As a result, equation (1) must be solved for each miRNA a. The 

parameter θ is really a vector of parameters for the model. The model is not defined yet, 

but some basic attributes are 1) some parameters depend on expression, θE and 2) some 

parameters depend on sequence, θS. We will define meaningful parameters θ in the next 

section. No matter the definitions of the parameters θ, we wish to find the values of θ that 

maximize equation (1), or the natural logarithm of equation (1):  

! 

ln p(X |") = ln p(xk |") =
k

# L(")  (2). 

Maximizing either equation will suffice, since logarithm is strictly monotone. In the 

context of miRNA target prediction, some genes are considered targets while others are 

not. One can imagine a hidden variable to represent whether k is a target, Zk=1, or not, 
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Zk=0. These variables are also known as latent or unobservable variables. With our new 

variables, we have 

! 

p(xk |") = p(xk |",Zk )p(Zk |")
Zk ={0,1}

#

= p(xk |",Zk =1)$ + p(xk |",Zk = 0)(1% $)

  (3). 

with p(xk|θ, Zk) as the probability of all the observed data (sequence and expression) 

given the parameters, θ, and hidden variables, Zk; p(Zk|θ) is the prior probability of the 

hidden variables. The prior could be informative or uniform, and is commonly known as 

the mixture component. Since we do not know the mixture component, it too is a 

parameter. We will write p(Zk|θ) as λ. Equation (3) can be plugged directly into equation 

(2). At this point we define our model for each possible parameter in θ at both possible 

values of Z. 

2.3.6 Model Definitions 

 With the above definitions in mind, we now restate the probability of the observed 

sequences and expression given that some genes are targets and others are not: 
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2.3.7 The Definition of p(Sk|θ ,Zk) 

We can solve the probability p(Sk|θ,Zk) following a classic problem in probability. 

One can imagine all the hexamers from all 3’UTRs as analogous to differently colored 

marbles pooled in an urn; each marble color corresponds to a unique hexamer sequence. 
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However, for simplicity, we will consider only two hexamers: white, representing 

miRNA target sites (those complementary to ha,1 through a revcom mapping); black, 

representing all others (those not complementary to ha,1 through a revcom mapping). In 

this system every gene k is really a collection of target site and non-target site hexamers. 

One can imagine that k is analogous to marbles drawn without replacement from an urn 

with only white and black marbles. Following the urn analogy, we ask the following 

question: what is the probability of drawing a certain combination of y white marbles and 

(x-y) black marbles (a total of x marbles in the draw) from an urn containing m white 

marbles and n black marbles (a grand total of m+n marbles in the urn)? In terms of a and 

k we have a similar question: what is the probability of k having y target sites of ka,1 and 

(x-y) non-target sites if randomly drawn from a grand total of m target sites and n non-

target sites. The constants m and n come from pooling all genes that have at least one 

target site, and all other genes are excluded (As a result all genes have at least one target 

site, and the optimization determines which ones are biologically relevent). So, the 

conditional probability of ka,1 being complementary to y kmers in k is simply the 

probability of that combination of target sites and non-target sites. In this analogy, x is 

really |k|, the number of hexamers in k. The total number of hexamers is m+n. The 

constraints on y are obvious: y ≥ 0 and y ≤ |k|. The posed question(s) for a binary system 

(target site and non-target site) is solved using the hypergeometric distribution: 
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Equation (5) is simply multiplying the number of possible target site combinations and 

non-target site combinations divided by the total possible number hexamer combinations 

of size |k|. One can now generalize to multi-colored marbles using the multivariate 

hypergeometric distribution. Since the regulatory power comes from the first three 

hexamers, we propose a four-colored system for coloring the marbles. The first three 

colors comes from sequences complementary to the first three hexamers in the miRNA a, 

and the fourth color represents all other hexamers. That is, the hexamer colors C 

={c1,c2,c3,c4} = revcom({ha,1,ha,2,ha,3,hi}) where hi is any hexamer such that hi∉{ 

revcom({ha,1,ha,2,ha,3})}. That gives the multivariate random model for the probability of 

the observed set of hexamers in Sk: 
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  (6) 

where mc is the total count of hexamers of color c; yc is the count of hexamers of color c 

in Sk. In the case of equation (6), the total number of all hexamers from all considered 

genes is ∑mc. The generalization of the indices (additional subscripts) should have 

apparent meaning. Equation (6) assumes that the hexamers are randomly drawn from an 

urn, which is certainly not the case. miRNA targets are more likely to have more target 

sites than expected by chance, and the opposite is true for anti-targets.  Essentially, the 

miRNA is selecting, with heavy bias, any Sk enriched for sites complementary to the 

miRNA seed sequence. This suggests that each hexamer should be weighted according to 

color. If we again consider sampling without replacement, then the probability of drawing 
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a colored hexamer on the j’th draw depends on the number of hexamers remaining, and 

the weight of the color associated with the hexamer: 
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pc, j (yc, j"1) =
wc (mc " yc, j"1)

wc (mc " yc, j"1)
c

#
 

where wc is the weight for a given color. By summing over all possible draws, the 

observed Sk (the observed draw of colored marbles) is represented by the Wallenius 

noncentral hypergeometric distribution: 
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where wc is the weight for a given color; and d is a scaling factor based on the number of 

hexamers in all other sequences besides Sk. The most unintuitive part about equation (8) 

is the integral. However, that is an analytical consequence of a discrete difference 

equation solution to the previous equation. It involves integrating over all possible 

probabilities of t, [0,1]. The parameters to optimize from equation (8) are the sampling 

weight terms, wc,Zk. Different weight terms are used for Zk=0 and Zk=1. That gives θS 

={wc,Zk=0 , wc,Zk=1} where each weight term is a vector with 4 components representing 

the four colors. 

2.3.8 The Definition of p(Ek|θ ,Zk) 

  p(Ek|θ,Zk) is actually straightforward to compute. Since we generally have gene 

expression data from microarray experiments, given θ, Zk, Ek likely follows a normal 

distribution. The overall distribution of gene expression values in a microarray 

experiment has a history of assuming an underlying normal distribution. As a result, we 
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have the following definition to calculate the probability of an expression value from 

gene k: 
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where σZk is the standard deviation for the non-target model (anti-target model) and µZk is 

the mean. These are parameters that change depending on the composition of genes in the 

null model. p(Ek|θ,Zk=1) and p(Ek|θ,Zk=0) are described using equation (7), but with 

independent parameters. The parameters describing the contributions from expression are 

those composing the normal distribution: θE ={ µZk=1 , µZk=0 , σZk=1 , σZk=0 }. 

2.3.9 The Log Odds Ratio – Finding the True Targets 

 After optimizing the likelihood function, L(θ), we classify genes as targets or non-

targets using the log odds ratio of each gene k, LORk, being a target vs not being a target: 
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LORk = log2
p(target)

p(nontarget)
= log2
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The Cutoff=0  in equation (23) defines the set of targets more likely to be true than 

otherwise, or it could be optimized to minimize false positives. Equation (23) is our test 

statistic for each gene, and it may be possible that 0 is not the optimal cutoff value.  

2.4 The marVLE Algorithm 

2.4.1 Introduction 

The marVLE algorithm essentially uses conservation and accessibility to predict 

gene expression when a miRNA is strongly expressed. A key assumption is the mode of 
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action of miRNA regulation on gene expression can be captured by a handful of 

separately overexpressed miRNAs (training data), and extrapolated to all miRNAs. 

marVLE is a combination of several multivariate models each of which predicts miRNA 

target expression based on the target gene 3’UTR composition of sites complementary to 

subsequences of the 5’ end of the miRNA. Each multivariate model captures the 

regulatory capacity of separate subsequences of the miRNA. The considered 

subsequences are the same ones predominately considered by marDUSE: the first 3 

hexamers (kmers of size 6) and the first 3 heptamers (kmers of size 7). We use 

overlapping kmers because mirDUCE analysis has shown that the first 3 hexamers have 

different levels of regulatory potential associated with each one. That is, each hexamer is 

significantly contributing to the regulatory effect from a miRNA. mirDUCE analysis has 

also shown similar results for the first 2 heptamers. However, we have found the 3rd 

heptamer does improve marVLE predictions (data not shown). A single multivariate 

model integrates the six previously described multivariate models to predict a final 

expression value of the target gene. The final predicted expression value for any given 

gene is the predicted expression value the gene would have if the miRNA were 

overexpressed. However, all predicted values for all miRNAs are globally normalized 

using an empirical distribution function. This makes the interpretation more meaningful 

with the more downregulated genes (numerically lower predicted expression values) 

having a value of 1 with scores decreasing to 0 for inferior predictions. The hierarchical 

representation of marVLE, six multivariate models integrated by a single multivariate 

model, was shown to be superior to a single multivariate model that simultaneously 

captures the same information used by marVLE. We name the single multivariate model 
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MV. We show that marVLE is competitive with TargetScan 4.0. Although marVLE is 

still undergoing development and is experimental in nature, our initial data is 

encouraging. 

2.4.2 Estimating Conservation and Accessibility of Predicted Target 

Sites 

 All sequences were download from http://www.targetscan.org (The 5-genome 

alignments are the ones used by TargetScan 4.0, and include genomes from human, 

mouse, rat, dog and chicken). These sequences are essentially used for all the analysis in 

this report, and are downloadable in a prealigned format. 

 For the human 3’UTR sequences, the conservation score for each base is [0,1] 

inclusive, and represents the percent identity of the column in the multiple sequence 

alignment. In other words, the conservation score for each base in a human 3’UTR 

sequence is the number of genomes the base is conserved divided by five (the total 

number of genomes). Since the sequences are already prealigned, extrapolating the 

conservation score for each base is trivial. The biggest assumption of conservation is 

obvious: a potential target site of size 6-8nt must survive a multiple sequence alignment 

of 5 sequences. This assumption can be troubling since the average 3’UTR length is 

about 1000nt with a median of about 675nt so it could become difficult for smaller 

sequences to be properly aligned unless more flanking sequence is conserved. 

Determining the accessibility of a base is much more complex. 

 Accessibility is defined as the probability of a base not pairing with any other 

base in a folded RNA sequence according to RNA secondary structure prediction.  The 

probability of a base pairing with any other base is estimated using the partition function 
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(71). The probabilities are based on the free energy of hybridization and are actually 

dependent on the stacking energies. The probabilities were calculated using the RNAfold 

function in the Vienna RNA Fold library (72). The probability of any base being 

accessible is simply one minus the sum of the probabilities of that base being paired with 

any other base in the folded sequence. Describing RNA secondary structure is beyond the 

scope of this work, and has many issues (the main issue is that the 3’UTR only interacts 

with itself in a virtual vacuum) but has shown promise in the design and evolution of 

siRNA design as mentioned previously. 

In addition to the extraordinary compute cost of calculating accessibility for all 

3’UTR sequences (All of the accessibility calculations required over 100 CPU days to 

calculate, and was farmed out on the UCSF biostatistics computing cluster), there are 

limitations on the length and composition of the sequence that can be analyzed. The 

partition function calculations can fail when the Vienna library runs into precision 

problems in calculating the base pairing probabilities or memory requirements when 

folding particularly long 3’UTR sequences. As a result, many long sequences were not 

analyzed for accessibility. However, we overcame this limitation by modeling 

accessibility using a neural network that integrated inaccessibility probabilities from 

smaller subsequences as inputs. That is, we used RNAplfold function in the Vienna 

library to fold all sequences with different window sizes, and then trained a neural 

network to infer the actual accessibility based on the sequences that could be analytically 

solved (solvable sequences) using the original RNAfold function. 

For the training data we selected 100 3’UTRs and the test data was 100 3’UTRs; 

all of the 3’UTRs were solvable and have a length greater than 2000nt. We focused on 
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longer sequences because longer 3’UTRs tend to have a greater density of miRNA target 

sites (4). This emphasized having a greater accuracy on the longer 3’UTRs (those more 

likely to have more realistic target sites) than shorter sequences. We used the R library 

nnet for the neural network with options size=25 and maxit=200. 

Figure 2 shows the results for evaluating accessibility estimates. We found the 

predicted accessibility to be strongly correlated to the actual accessibility. The actual 

accessibility is the accessibility calculated according to RNApfold, which folds the entire 

3’UTR. The predicted accessibility is that inferred by using a neural network to integrate 

the results from using RNAplfold over different window sizes (folding the 3’UTR using 

varying window sizes). The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is .66 as was the 

Spearman rank correlation with a p-value of 0 in both cases. We did find a bias in the 

accessibility estimates though: bases in the longer 3’UTRs tended to have a higher 

estimate of accessibility than those of shorter sequences. This correlation is significant, 

and could be a function of our training/testing procedure. Indeed, we feel alternative 

training procedures should be investigated, but our estimates are still very convincing 

nonetheless. To biologically test the accessibility estimates, we chose to focus on the 

accessibility of one well known miRNA:mRNA target pair, mir-196 and Hoxb8 (41, 73). 

Although Hoxb8 is critical in vertebrate pattern formation (74), the gene function is not 

under investigation. We use the Hoxb8 target site as evidence to surmise that accessibility 

could be a fundamental advantage for miRNA target prediction. Indeed, actual and 

predicted accessibility estimates show the target site is significantly accessible (Figure 2).  

Unfortunately, the relevance of accessibility in miRNA target prediction was recently 
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published in advance of our work but at least the publication vindicates our strategy to 

pursue accessibility as an important predictor of miRNA target sites (75-79).  

2.4.3 Modeling Target Gene Expression 

We use the same definitions given for the description of marDUSE. We refer to a 

kmer in the 5’ end of the mirna to be a query kmer, and a complementary kmer of the 

same size in the 3’UTR of a gene to be a target site (or target site motif). The mapping of 

a query kmer in a mirna to a complementary kmer in a 3’UTR enumerates a single target 

site. 

For simplicity, we start with a multivariate model to capture the regulation from a 

single kmer (say, a model to capture the regulatory effect from the first hexamer at the 5’ 

end of the miRNA, R1-6
6mer). This multivariate model will use 3 features to predict target 

gene expression: total number of target site motif counts (sequences complementary to 

the first 6 bases of the miRNA); total conservation of all bases in all target sites; total 

accessibility of all bases in all target sites. That is, for every gene k we calculate for each 

query kmer: 
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where Ck is the sum of the conservation score of all bases b for complementary motifs m, 

Ak is the sum of accessibility of all bases b for complementary motifs m, and Fk is the 

total number of target site motifs. A multivariate regression is then performed using these 

features and interaction terms regressing on gene expression: 
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where each β coefficient is solved by least squares using a standard multivariate 

regression. The interaction terms of conservation with itself (or any term with itself) is 

not necessarily justified by mechanism, but is part of an exhaustive second order 

polynomial comparison to allow all first and second order interactions. The regression is 

solved in the context of each of the 6 predefined query kmers, with a final regression 

integrating all models, again with all possible interaction terms: 
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where each coefficient is matched with the previously described multivariate regression. 

Finally, the result from RIntegrated is the predicted expression value for a target gene, which 

is globally normalized using an empirical distribution function so that the most 

downregulated gene has a score of 1. See Figure 3 for score distributions, and Figure 1 

for a visual representation of marVLE. 

2.4.4 marVLE Proof of Concept Application: Predicting 

Downregulated Genes from Ectopicly Expressed miRNAs 

In order to evaluate marVLE we compared the actual expression values of target 

genes to non-target genes using the previously described mir-221/222 and mir-200b 
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overexpression experiments. We evaluated marVLE along with a competing algorithm 

TargetScan 4.0 (57), and a multivariate model, MV, that uses the same features as 

marVLE, but as a single multivariate linear regression (not hierarchically organized). 

Since mir-221/222 have the same seed sequence TargetScan 4.0 predicts the same targets, 

but there are slight differences for marVLE because the 9th base is different between hsa-

mir-221 and hsa-mir-222. This difference is minor though, and the individual target 

predictions are very similar. In the end, marVLE is slightly weaker than TargetScan 4.0, 

and both are stronger than MV for the mir-221/222 experiments, but all are comparable 

for the mir-200b experiments. 

The evaluation procedure is as follows. For the different target prediction 

algorithms we created individually ranked lists based on the score a target gene received 

from the respective algorithm. Each algorithm was then judged on how the top ranked 

candidates were downregulated when the miRNAs were overexpressed relative to all 

other genes (non-targets). The top ranked candidates were defined in increments of 10 

and we calculated the probability of a random target having an expression value lower 

than random non-target (This is equivalent to the area under a ROC plot). The ideal 

algorithm would give stronger scores to those genes more downregulated. See Figure 4 

for graphical results. In general, marVLE performs comparably but weaker than 

TargetScan 4.0. Both marVLE and TargetScan 4.0 outperformed the multivariate model, 

MV in the mir-221/222 experiments, but all perform similarly for the mir-200b 

experiments. We also intersected target lists from the 3 algorithms and compared how 

well correlated the algorithm scores are with gene expression upon miR-221/222 

overexpression. For the mir-221/222 overexpression experiments, we found TargetScan 
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4.0 to have a rank correlation of .27, marVLE had .24 and MV to have .20. This is 

consistent with the previous results that TargetScan 4.0 has an advantage over marVLE. 

These experiments give an experimental estimate of miRNA target prediction accuracy 

that goes beyond the standard sequence analysis based permutation tests or other more 

theoretical validations. 
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Figure 1 Two novel target prediction algorithms: marVLE and marDUSE. 

(A) The marVLE algorithm fits 6 separate linear models (regressions are represented as 

an “R”) each corresponding to features of miRNA target sites regressing on gene 

expression values when a test miRNA is overexpressed. The results of these fits are 

integrated with a final linear regression (RIntegrated).  The final value is the predicted 

expression of a gene when a miRNA is overexpressed. MarVLE works as follows. A 

miRNA is first decomposed into 5’ kmers: the first three 6mers and first three 7mers (all 

other kmers of all sizes are disregarded). Each of these 6 query kmers has 2 components: 

the size (“R” superscript) and the kmer position in the miRNA (“R” subscript). Once the 

miRNAs are decomposed, the following is performed for each query kmer, and the 

results correspond to six regression models. Genes are scanned for potential target sites 

complementary to the query kmer, and each gene is assigned 3 different scores based on 

three predictors of miRNA target expression: target site motif frequency, conservation, 

and accessibility. The frequency score is simply the number of perfectly complementary 

sites to the query kmer in the 3’UTR of the gene. The conservation score is simply the 

sum of column percent identities in a 5 genome multiple sequence alignment. The 

accessibility score is the sum of predicted accessibility according to RNA secondary 
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structure. These three components are squared to allow interaction terms, and regress on 

gene expression values. Finally each of the separate models are integrated by a final 

multivariate regression, which also regresses on expression. The end result is the 

predicted expression of a gene when a miRNA is overexpressed. Initial results suggest 

this hierarchical representation of a linear system to be more accurate than a single 

multivariate model that regresses all information simultaneously. (B) The marDUSE 

algorithm decomposes miRNAs into its first three 6mers (or, by option, its first three 

7mers), and finds matches in the 3’UTRs of genes as marVLE does. At this point, any 

gene that does not have a nonzero count of sites complementary to any of the 3 query 

kmers is not considered further. The remaining genes are then fitted to a mixture model 

that has two components: a target density and non-target density each of which has a 

sequence component and an expression component. An optimization procedure 

maximizes the probability of the data as described by the mixture model, and 

subsequently classifies genes as targets or non-targets based on the optimized model. 
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Figure 2 Predicting Sequence Accessibility. 

(A) The heatmap shows the symmetric correlation matrix of inaccessibility scores (sum 

of interaction probabilities) of different window sizes based on calculations from the 

RNAplfold program, which is part of the Vienna RNA fold library. Each box shows 

strong correlation (white) or poor correlation (red) of inaccessibility predictions for 

different window sizes (rows and columns). The inaccessibility of a given base is the sum 

of the probabilities of interacting with any other base in the folded sequence. (B) A 

smoothed scatter plot of actual accessibility (x-axis) and predicted accessibility (y-axis). 

The red line is a loess interpolation of the density. The actual and predicted accessibility 

probabilities are strongly correlated: a .66 Pearson correlation coefficient. (C) The 
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difference in extrapolated minus actual accessibility (x-axis) versus 3’UTR length (y-

axis). This plot shows what is also apparent in (B): the predicted accessibility tends to be 

higher than actual accessibility with a bias of higher estimates in longer 3’UTR 

sequences. (D) Boxplots showing the accessibility of the bases composing the 

Hoxb8::mir-196 target site in the Hoxb8 3’UTR (orange) vs accessibility of all other 

bases in the 3’UTR (gray). The left panel shows the split using actual accessibility (p-

value = .00002), and the right panel shows the split using predicted accessibility (p-value 

= .003). This was previously shown to be a genuine target site (41, 73), and our evidence 

suggest that the site is highly accessible. 
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Figure 3 Distribution of marVLE Scores. 

The histogram shows the distribution of marVLE scores less than zero, but greater than -

3 for all genes for 64 miRNAs evaluated by marVLE. The first distribution are likely 

legitimate targets, while the 2nd distribution (partially obscured by the x=0 axis) is the 

background distribution that contains most miRNA::mRNA target pairs. The red line at 

x=-.4 is the cutoff value for legitimate targets. Any miRNA::mRNA target pairs with a 

greater score are disregarded, and the global normalization procedure, which is an 
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empirical distribution function, scales all values to the range [1,0] corresponding to [-

19.56,-.4]. 
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Figure 4 marVLE Predictive Power Approaches TargetScan 4.0 with Interaction 

Terms. 

Comparing algorithm results of predicting gene expression using miR-221/222 (top) and 

mir-200b (bottom) overexpression experiments at 18 hours (left) and 72 hours (right). 

Each panel shows the probability of a predicted target having a lower expression value 

than any gene not predicted to be a target (y-axis) as a function of the number of top 

ranked candidates from different algorithms (x-axis). The different algorithms are 
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TargetScan 4.0 (blue), marVLE (red) and MV (green). MV is a simple multivariate 

model incorporating all the features used by marVLE into a single multivariate model, as 

opposed to marVLE’s hierarchical model representation. Each point represents an 

increment of 10 candidate genes. TargetScan 4.0 performs generally better than the other 

algorithms, but all algorithms perform comparably as more candidates are considered. 

This implies that TargetScan 4.0 top ranked genes are more likely to be downregulated 

than the lower ranked candidates, but all algorithms will likely predict targets that are 

downregulated. Note that marVLE has slightly different predictions for hsa-miR-221 and 

hsa-mir-222 because base 9 is different between the the two mirnas. The results shown 

here are average predictions of hsa-miR-221 and hsa-miR-221. Both marVLE and MV 

are likely to improve as the training regiment incorporates more miRNA overexpression 

experiments. 
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 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 

(Unweighted) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACA -0.067 1 
Normalized  72 GCUACA -0.068 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.102 1 

  72 AAUACUG -0.053 2 

      
 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 

(Accessibility) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACAU -0.052 1 
Normalized  72 GCUACAU -0.051 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.069 7 

  72 AAUACUG -0.047 3 

      
 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 

(Conservation) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACA -0.075 1 
Normalized  72 GCUACA -0.078 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.104 1 

  72 AAUACUG -0.053 2 
 

Table 2 Table of mirDUCE Results on miRNA Overexpression Experiments Using 

Normalized Increment. 

In most cases mirDUCE predicts the kmer (Kmer column) associated with the 

overexpressed miRNA (miRNA column). We used 3 different weighting systems for the 

3’UTRs and the Normalized Increment. The Normalized Increment counts each target 

site motif occurance by increments of 1 over the length of the 3’UTR. The first 4 rows 

are predictions using an unweighted normalized increment scheme at the 18 and 72 hour 

time points. The kmer associated with query miRNAs are shown along with the Pearson 

correlation coefficient (PCC), and the rank of the calculated PCC compared to all other 

query kmers from 309 miRNAs. The other rows are predictions based on weighting the 

3’UTRs by accessibility, and conservation (See the section on inferring conservation and 

accessibility for weight calculations). 
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 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 
(Unweighted) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACA -0.129 1 

Standard   72 GCUACA -0.13 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.193 1 

   72 AAUACUG -0.071 1 

      
 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 

(Accessibility) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACA -0.125 1 
Standard   72 GCUACA -0.124 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.18 1 

   72 AAUACUG -0.067 1 

      
 miRNA Time (h) Kmer PCC Rank 

(Conservation) hsa-mir-221/222 18 GCUACA -0.141 1 
Standard   72 GCUACA -0.137 1 
Increment hsa-mir-200b 18 AAUACU -0.191 1 

   72 AAUACUG -0.073 1 

 
Table 3 Table of mirDUCE Results on miRNA Overexpression Experiments Using 

Standard Increment. 

The columns are the same as described in Table 2, but without normalizing the increment 

by the length of the 3’UTR (The ‘Standard Increment’). Our results suggest, the Standard 

increment does slightly better than the normalized increment, but both give very similar 

results. 
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3 Mir-221/222 Modulates Estrogen Receptor Status and 

Signaling 

3.1 Introduction 

The status of Estrogen Receptor (ERα/ESR1), Progesterone Receptor (PR/PGR), 

and HER2/ErbB2 are of paramount importance in selecting the right drug for the right 

patient (80).  Given the clinical implications of disease subclassification within breast 

cancer we sought to determine whether microRNAs (miRNAs) play a functional and 

discriminatory role in determining breast cancer subtypes.  Through analysis of a large 

panel of breast cancer cell lines and tumors, we identified hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 

(mir-221/222), two miRNAs located in tandem on chromosome X, as discriminatory 

miRNAs between the ER-positive luminal subtype and ER-negative basal-like subtype 

with mir-221/222 being dramatically more highly expressed in the ERα negative subtype. 

We developed a heuristic scoring system known as the Cumulative Regulatory Score 

(CRS) that identified ESR1 (ERα) as a direct target for mir-221/222 using both miRNA 

and mRNA expression data.  Introduction of a mir-221/222 mimic resulted in the striking 

down-regulation of ESR1 mRNA and protein within ER positive cells, and a 

transcriptional cascade consistent with ESR1 depletion. We also found that the basal-

specific transcription factor FOSL1/Fra-1 controls the transcription of mir-221/222, 

thereby maintaining a tight link between basal and luminal subtypes and mir-221/222 

expression. Consistent with these observations, we also identified an inverse correlation 

between mir-221/222 and ESR1 mRNA expression in primary human breast cancers.  
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Finally, we used a novel probabilistic algorithm, marDUSE, to generate a mir-221/222 

target signature that significantly predicts overall survival of breast cancer patients. In 

sum, these data imply that the expression levels of mir-221/222 modulate ESR1 status 

and signaling in breast cancer and we anticipate that the use of these miRNAs may have 

diagnostic utility in the clinic for patient selection. 

Molecular profiling at the level of mRNA, and more recently miRNA, provided 

the basis for understanding the molecular heterogeneity of breast cancers, as well as other 

malignancies.  These ‘molecular portraits’ are integral components of a system to scan 

the genome for novel therapeutic targets, signalling pathway activation status, prognostic 

markers, as well as shedding light on the complexity of disease progression (81). With 

miRNAs being able to classify cancer types (82), having oncogenic and tumor suppressor 

properties (27, 83), and playing roles pertaining to developmental programs (11), we 

sought to identify and understand miRNA function in the context of breast cancer ER 

positive and negative populations.  

3.1.1 mRNA and miRNA Microarray Preprocessing 

We profiled miRNA and mRNA expression levels in 134 cell lines including 50 

lung, 27 breast, 26 colorectal, 16 melanoma, 9 ovary, and 6 Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma 

(NHL). Gene expression levels were measured by Affymetrix HGU133 Plus 2 

microarrays. The arrays were batch normalized using the justGCRMA function in the 

gcrma library (84). The gcrma library is part of Bioconductor a set of modules for the 

analysis of genomic data in the R programming language. A 1:1 relationship between 

probesets and genes were established by assigning the most variable probeset to a gene. 

The miRNA arrays were normalized using the VSN algorithm (85), and converted to log 
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base 2. The miRNA arrays were performed and preprocessed by Asuragen. Any 

replicates of mRNA or miRNA arrays were averaged after normalization. 

Different normalization schemes were used for mRNA and miRNA microarrays 

since each was separately shown to most faithfully reflect control experiments specific to 

those platforms. As a result, we expect each normalization scheme to most accurately 

capture the expected pattern of “ups” and “downs” of target sequences.  

3.1.2 Visualization and Comparison of miRNA and mRNA Expression 

Data 

In order to establish a consensus luminal cell line set, we used principal 

coordinate analysis (PCO) of miRNA and mRNA expression to separate luminal and 

basal cell lines. PCO is a Euclidean based variation of the more popular principal 

component analysis. We paired mRNA and miRNA principal coordinates by rank of the 

eigenvalues from their respective distance matrices. For example, the paired principal 

coordinates PC1mRNA and PC1miRNA are the primary principal coordinates of the mRNA 

and miRNA distance matrices, respectively, when sorted by eigenvalue, and explain the 

most variance in each of their respective distance matrices. 

As expected PC1mRNA and PC1miRNA offer very similar information about the 

profiled breast cancer cell lines because they both have the strongest correlation to ESR1 

and anti-correlation to EGFR expression (Figure 5 and Figure 6). PC3mRNA, the 3rd 

ranked mRNA principal coordinate, has a larger absolute correlation coefficient, but it 

explains 1/3 the amount of variance as PC1mRNA, and is not anti-correlated with EGFR. In 

addition, we found paired principal coordinates other than PC1mRNA and PC1miRNA to 

have lower correlation to each other. Considering these results, we decided to investigate 
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cell line separation using the primary principle coordinates PC1mRNA and PC1miRNA. As 

expected, PC1mRNA and PC1miRNA are significantly correlated to each other (PCC=.84 and 

p-value=10-8). Luminal cell lines were defined as lines in quadrants I and II, while 

basal lines were defined as cell lines in quadrants III and IV, and these definitions 

are used henceforth. This is equivalent to defining luminal and basal cell lines by 

mRNA expression alone. This luminal-basal definition included the four outlier cell lines: 

AU565, SKBR3, HCC1428, and DU4475. Excluding these four cell lines did not change 

t-test results significantly (data not shown). 

3.1.3 miRNAs Tend to Be Anticorrelated to Their Predicted Targets 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) 

between all miRNA and mRNAs. The non-target distribution (red) has mean .001, while 

the target distribution (green) has mean -.002 (t-test p-value ~ 10-14). The difference in 

means conceptually agrees with expectations that miRNAs and their targets should 

generally be anti-correlated. However, the difference in distributions is not particularly 

convincing for classification purposes. For example, if we simply assume that both 

distributions are normal then for PCC<0, a PCC of -.105 gives a higher probability of a 

miRNA::mRNA pair being in the target distribution than a non target distribution, which 

is just under one standard deviation from the mean of the non-target distribution. This 

suggests a substantial noise problem. As a side note, the intronic miRNA::mRNA 

correlations have an average PCC of .34. The strong correlation of intronic miRNA to 

carrier genes vindicates our normalization strategy. In fact, one can easily imagine this as 

a scoring function to optimize for normalization selection. That is, which miRNA and 
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mRNA normalization combinations maximize the correlation of intronic miRNA to 

carrier mRNAs, and minimize miRNA::target correlations? 

Table 4 provides PCC context for mir-221/222 targets. In terms of PCCs, the mir-

221/222::ESR1 target pair has the most negative correlation of published targets. An 

insignificant correlation between miRNAs and purported targets does not necessarily 

exclude a genuine regulatory relationship, and different scenarios can explain the 

discrepancy: one can assume that the regulatory relationship is not captured in the cell 

lines profiled; the protein levels are much more highly regulated than the mRNA levels; 

the regulatory effect at the mRNA level is too small to capture with a microarray; the 

presence of non-miRNA regulation, such as transcription factor and epigenetic effects, 

that might conceal individual miRNA:mRNA relationships. For example, capturing 

“target depletion” is much more likely to occur at maximal levels of miRNA expression 

(86) so one must have a good sampling of cell lines to capture the maximal miRNA 

expression, and hence the minimal target mRNA expression.  

3.2 miRNA and mRNA Microarrays Similarly Cluster Breast 

Cancer Cell Lines 

We utilized a panel of breast cancer cell lines (n=27) as a model for breast cancer 

subtypes and molecularly profiled them at the level of mRNA and miRNA expression.   

In order to determine if basal and luminal cell lines can be identified exclusively by 

miRNA expression, we used principal coordinate analysis (PCO) of miRNA and also 

mRNA expression as a guide (Figure 8A).  As expected, the 1st principle coordinate 

(PC1) from mRNA was able to distinguish between these two subtypes and, 

encouragingly, a highly similar distinction was also achieved with PC1 from miRNA 
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(Figure 8A). Consistent with previous reports (87), the HER2/ErbB2 subtypes did not 

segregate with the principal coordinates. In general, luminal cell lines are in quadrant I 

and basal cell lines are in quadrant III (Figure 8A) with 4 common outliers by both 

mRNA and miRNA.  With the basal and luminal subtypes defined by the mRNA PCO, 

we applied differential expression analysis using moderated t-statistics (88) and identified 

hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 as top discriminant miRNAs between luminal and basal cell 

lines (Figure 8B). In addition, when pairing miRNA and mRNA expression data from 

134 cell lines derived from multiple tumor types, mir-221/222 levels were suppressed in 

luminal cells (Figure 8B).  That is, mir-221/222 are down regulated in luminal lines 

compared not just to basal-like lines, but to cell lines from other tumor types. The B-

Statistics, which are the log odds ratio of being differentially expressed versus not 

differentially expressed, from categorical analysis show the specificity of mir-221/222 

downregulation in luminal cell lines compared to other miRNAs (Figure 8C).  The 

implication is that critical targets of mir-221/222 are likely to be upregulated in luminal 

cell lines.   Given the powerful distinction of mir-221/222 and others between luminal 

and basal subtypes, we aimed to identify potential luminal-specific target genes that may 

be relevant for subtype classification by mRNA and ultimately determine whether these 

miRNAs are actively involved in establishing and regulating subtype identity. 

3.3 mir-221/222 Targets ESR1 

3.3.1 Introduction to Cumulative Regulatory Scores 

The Cumulative Regulatory Score, CRS, is a simple yet conceptually appealing 

heuristic to rank the potential cumulative regulatory effect several miRNAs have on one 
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target gene. CRS was designed to establish context dependent miRNA target 

identification. That is, a candidate list can be established based on biologically relevant 

criteria such as luminal and basal specific gene expression. The score is defined as 

CRSg ! ng,m * tm"# $%
m&F

' * tg
F

' = CRSg,F
F

'  

where tm is the t-statistic of the miRNA m; tg is the t-statistic of the target gene g; ng,m is 

the number of target sites for m in the 3’UTR of g; the inner sum is over all miRNAs in 

the same family F (miRNAs with the same seed sequences); the outer sum is over all 

miRNA families that target g. The t-statistic is calculated using the limma package in R 

(88). The CRS can be determined for a single family by excluding the outer sum or for a 

single miRNA by excluding both sums. In the case of our analysis, we calculated the 

CRS for every gene in the context of luminal specific expression. The number of target 

sites, ng,m, draws from TargetScan 3.0 predictions (55), and it is equal to 0 if a gene is not 

predicted to be a target. Some comforting implications arise from CRS. CRS scores are 

better (more negative) if g and m are strongly anti-correlated (opposing t-statistics), and g 

has more target sites for m. The ng,m scale factor was designed to model the additivity of 

target sites that has previously been demonstrated (18). Note that CRS assumes the seed 

sequences are independent between miRNAs and families, and also assumes the miRNA 

microarray platform can distinguish between family members. As a result, the most 

useful conclusions derived from CRS are between families, and not within families since 

family members tend to have positively correlated expression (data not shown). 

We calculated CRS for all genes summing over all miRNA families in a luminal 

specific context. The top 3 genes are: TRPS1, HMGA2, and ESR1. However, in order to 

visualize the contributions of different families on target genes we filtered out low 
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confidence CRS values, and miRNA families that contributed comparatively little. We 

generated a high confidence candidate list as follows. Generally, we expect all CRS 

scores to be negative because miRNAs have historically shown strong negative 

regulation on targets. As a result, we expect the targets to be anti-correlated to the 

miRNA expression, which is not always the case in reality. Assuming negative scores 

were “True” and positive scores were “False”, we used a precision cutoff of ~74% at 

recall of .53%. This left 40 CRS scores (40 genes). In order to trim down the number of 

contributing miRNA families, we removed any miRNA family where the sum of the 

absolute value family level CRS values was within 1 standard deviation from the mean. 

One standard deviation was chosen because an inflection point in the scores was at 

around 1 standard deviation. This left 10 miRNA families (Figure 9). 

For miRNAs well-correlated with their targets, including the mir-221/222 family, 

the CRS values are essentially equivalent to sorting the genes by the t-statistics of the 

targets. This is an intuitive ordering for investigating candidates in a biological setting 

because one is more likely to select the target most anti-correlated to the miRNA given 

>100 possible candidates. In order to independently assess the utility of CRS, we 

calculated the pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the 175 nonzero mir-

221/222 specific CRS scores, and gene expression changes from a mir-221/222 over-

expression experiment. The PCC between mir-221/222 CRS scores and log fold change 

between mir-221/222 mimic vs control at 18 hours is .19 (pvalue of .008), and at 72 

hours is .18 (pvalue of .01). This shows a conceptual alignment between CRS values and 

regulatory expectations. Since the overlap of predicted targets between versions 3 and 4 

of TargetScan are significant, and CRS uses no information other than absence or 
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presence of a target site, we expect no real changes in CRS values if we used more recent 

versions of TargetScan. In addition, the use of other target predictions could be used 

because all that is needed is a value for the ng,m scale factor. CRS is important because it 

sorts a pre-existing list of targets into a candidate list that is more relevant to the 

hypothesis at hand: what are luminal/basal specific miRNAs and targets. For target 

predictions based on a single miRNA this is a rather trivial procedure, but the true insight 

comes from integrating CRS across miRNAs and miRNA families. 

To generate a high quality list for mir-221/222 targets, we performed a similar 

analysis to that detailed previously for CRS values. Assuming negative scores were 

“True” and positive scores were “FALSE”, we used a precision cutoff of 60% at 15% 

recall when sorting the scores by absolute values. This gave 9 top ranked genes that are 

likely targeted by mir-221/222: TRPS1, IRX5, ESR1, SHANK2, VASH1, ZNF385, 

TP53INP1, CROP, CDKN1B. 

We are currently pursuing alternatives to CRS; in particular, methods that sum at 

the signal level instead of the t-statistics. This implies the t-statistics are computed at the 

seed level, and not the miRNA level. This could provide a more interpretable 

formulation. 

3.3.2 ESR1 is a Top Ranked mir-221/222 Target by CRS 

We calculated the CRS for predicted mir-221/222 targets, and used precision-

recall analysis to identify 9 high-ranking targets for mir-221/222 (Figure 8D). mir-

221/222-specific CRS analysis (the only miRNAs with seed sequence GCUACAU) 

identified ESR1 as 3rd highest ranked functional target gene.  A known target of mir-

221/222, CDKN1B/p27 (89, 90), was ranked 7th by the mir-221/222-specific CRS, which 
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lends credence to the top ranked candidates. Furthermore, ESR1 is the most anti-

correlated of the known mir-221/222 targets calculated across all 134 cell lines (PCC= -

.29 and p-value << .05). In addition, the 3’UTR of ESR1 has a highly conserved 8-mer 

binding site (Targetscan 4.0 context score percentile 78; context score -0.25 (57)) for mir-

221/222 which is predicted to be accessible by the RNA motif program CMFinder (91) 

(Figure 10). 

3.3.3 ESR1 is a Valid mir-221/222 Target 

To verify that mir-221/222 modulates the 3’UTR of ESR1, we subcloned the 

3’UTR downstream of a luciferase sensor construct (ESR1-3’UTR) and assessed the 

resultant luciferase activity upon transfection of a synthetic mimic or an inhibitor of mir-

221/222 into MCF7 or MDA-MB231 cells, respectively.  ER positive MCF7 cells have 

no detectable mir-221/222, whereas ER negative MDA-MB231 cells have very high 

expression levels, allowing us to test the hypothesis that mir-221/222 are directly 

impacting ER levels. We also created a construct with a perfect complementary binding 

site for mir-221/222 downstream of luciferase (PerfComp) to function as a positive 

control in such assays.  Addition of a mir-221/222 inhibitor in MDA-MB231 cells 

resulted in the potent upregulation of the PerfComp luciferease activity in a dose 

dependent manner in line with expectations (Figure 10B: left panel). Also, the ESR1-

3’UTR sensor displayed a convincing upregulation of luciferase activity upon 

transfection of the mir-221/222 inhibitor (Figure 10B: left panel).  In sharp contrast, 

addition of the mimic, but not the non-targeting control mimic, to the MCF7 cells 

resulted in a dramatic downregulation of  PerfComp luciferase activity and also the 

ESR1-3’UTR sensor (Figure 10B: middle panel).  In addition, mutation of the mir-
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221/222 seed sequence in the ESR1 3’UTR significantly increased reporter expression 

(Figure 10B: right panel).  These data imply that mir-221/222 is directly targeting the 

3’UTR of ESR1 at the level of mRNA stability and/or translation.  Consistent with these 

data, we observed a decrease in ESR1 mRNA levels by qRT-PCR in cells transfected 

with the mir-221/222 mimic but not the non-targeting control mimic (data not shown).  

To confirm that these observations actually translate into an effect on protein levels we 

assayed ESR1 levels by western blotting from the ER positive cell line, MCF7, 

transfected with a titration of mir-221/222 mimic or non-targeting control mimic.  As a 

positive control for a decrease in ESR1 protein levels, we transfected MCF7 cells with 

siRNA to ESR1 and compared to non-targeting control siRNA oligos (Figure 10C).  

Consistent with the decrease in luciferase activity observed with the ESR1 3’UTR 

construct, addition of mimic to the ER positive cells resulted in a significant decrease in 

ER protein compared to the control mimic.  In addition, the mimic was as effective as the 

ESR1 siRNA transfection.  Together these data demonstrated the down-regulation of 

ESR1 mRNA levels and the resulting protein levels by mir-221/222. 

3.3.4 mir-221/222 Abrogates ESR1 Signaling 

Given the suppression of ESR1 mRNA and protein by mir-221/222, we 

investigated downstream signaling consequences of ESR1 depletion. To serve as a 

positive control for ESR1 depletion and to confirm a regulatory cascade of ESR1-

dependent genes, we included a treatment group with siRNA to ESR1 in MCF7 cells.  

Microarrays were performed at 18 and 72 hours post transfection of either mimic 

miRNAs (mir-221/222.Mimic.18h and mir-221/222.Mimic.72h) and select gene sets 

from MsigDB database (92) (Figure 10D). Looking at the genesets ESR1-MTA3 (93) 
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and Estratiol Upregulated (94), we found a significant correlation between the mir-

221/222 mimic and ESR1 siRNA experiments (Figure 10D) in that these gene sets were 

significantly down-regulated upon treatment with the mimic or siRNA.  Interestingly, 

analysis of other ESR1 signaling gene sets revealed a trend where mesenchymal-like and 

ER negative gene sets are up-regulated and epithelial-like and ER positive gene sets are 

downregulated upon treatment with the mir-221/222 mimics, which is consistent with the 

luminal and basal differential expression observed.  Together, these data suggest that mir-

221/222 modulates ESR1 abundance, and downstream signaling. 

3.3.5 mir-221/222 Affects ESR1 Regulated Genes 

Individually verified direct targets of ESR1 are reviewed in detail elsewhere (95), 

but here we will emphasize genes that are differentially expressed in our mimic and 

inhibitor experiments: FOS; CTSD and PR. ESR1 target c-FOS (FOS) (96) is a subunit of 

the AP-1 complex that also includes the Jun family (97). Previous experiments on two 

mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cell lines with a common tumor ancestor showed FOS 

was associated with the epithelial cell line while Fra-1 (FOSL1) was associated with the 

mesenchymal cell line (98). In addition to ESR1 being targeted by mir-221/222, FOS is 

also predicted to be a target according to marDUSE and TargetScan 4.0. Indeed, FOS 

expression was up in mir-221/222.Inhib.18h and mir-221/222.Inhib.72h experiments, and 

downregulated in both mir-221/222.Mimic.72h and ER.KO.72h. The fold changes were 

close but not significant in all cases (data not shown). This suggests a redundancy in the 

inhibition of FOS by mir-221/222. 

Another ESR1 target is Cathepsin D (CTSD), a lysosomal aspartyl protease, 

which is associated with epithelial processes from development to epithelial breast cancer 
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(99). CTSD is significantly downregulated mir-221/222.Mimic.72h and ER.KO.72h 

experiments, and almost significantly down at 18 hours in both experiments. In addition, 

the correlation of ESR1 and CTSD expression across 134 cell lines is very significant 

(data not shown). The two genes have 3 common MSigDB genesets including: 

BREAST_CANCER_ESTROGEN_SIGNALING; the ESR1 driven MTA3PATHWAY, 

and P53_SIGNALING. 

The progesterone receptor (PR), in addition to ESR1, is one of the canonical 

markers for epithelial breast cancer. Unlike CTSD and FOS, PR does not have a 

conventional palindromic estrogen response element (ERE), but a shared ERE/SP1 site 

(100). PR is significantly downregulated in ER.KO.72h, but not quite significantly 

downregulated in mir-221/222.Mimic.18h, mir-221/222.Mimic.72h, ER.siRNA.18h 

experiments. 

3.3.6 Gene Set Analysis Show mir-221/222 Expression Similar to 

ESR1 Depletion 

Three sets of experiments were analyzed using the GSA algorithm (101): We 

analyzed the previously described mir-221/222.Mimic.18h, mir-221/222.Mimic.72h, mir-

221/222.Inhib.18h, and mir-221/222.Inhib.72h in addition to experiments disrupting 

ESR1 expression by siRNA knockdown: ER.siRNA.18h and ER.siRNA.72h, which 

consists of 3 biological replicates of an siRNA against ESR1 vs 2 biological replicates of 

control transfections with gene expression profiled at 18 and 72 hours. All GSA runs 

were with default options except nperms=250 and minsize=14. See Figure 11 for results. 

We had two separate gene sets for analyzing the functional significance of modulating 

ESR1 expression by siRNA, mimic, and inhibitors. We created our primary geneset by 
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combining Molecular Signature Database MsigDB (92) plus the following: EpLike for 

epithelial like genes (102); MesLike for mesenchymal like genes (102); ERPosLowGrade 

for genes upregulated in ER-positive and/or low-grade tumors (103); ERNegHighGrade 

for genes upregulated in ER-negative and/or high-grade tumors (103); ESR1Cor 

(ESR1AntiCor) for genes correlated (anticorrelated) to ESR1 expression from microarray 

experiments (103). All of the previously mentioned gene sets are breast specific in 

annotation including the EpLike and MesLike gene sets. Although we used all gene sets 

in the GSA computations to establish a relevant null model for restandardization, we 

focused only on gene sets associated with ESR1 status. See left panel of Figure 11. 

We created a secondary gene set, which included all of the primary gene sets plus 

significantly differentially expressed genes (B-statistic>0) from mir-221/222.Mimic.18h, 

mir-221/222.Mimic.72h, mir-221/222.Inhib.18h, mir-221/222.Inhib.72h, ER.siRNA.18h, 

and ER.siRNA.72h relative to their respective controls. These ‘spike-in gene sets’ 

consisted of genes that were significantly differentially expressed in mir-

221/222.Mimic.18h (M18h.Down and M18h.Up), mir-221/222.Inhib.18h (I18h.Down 

and I18h.Up), and ER.siRNA.18h (E18h.Down and E18h.Up). We also included gene 

sets that we expected to be functionally related by being significantly down in mir-

221/222.Mimic.18h and up in mir-221/222.Inhib.18h (M18h.Down.I18h.Up) and vice-

versa (I18h.Down.M18h.Up). We also constructed similar gene sets using data at 72 

hour. Finally we created gene sets for genes down at both 18 and 72 hours: 

M18h.Down.M72.Down; I18h.Down.I72.Down; E18h.Down.E72.Down. Results are in 

the right panel of Figure 11. 
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It should be noted that the scoring of the secondary gene sets tends to be more 

conservative (less forgiving) than the primary gene sets because we are spiking in gene  

sets that are strongly differentially expressed at those times (gene sets derived from the 

experiments themselves). As a result, the other gene sets tend to be treated as less 

significant. For example, the results of the primary gene set analysis correctly show the 

hsa-mir-221/222 targets are significantly down in mir-221/222.Mimic.18h and mir-

221/222.Mimic.72h, and significantly up in mir-221/222.Inhib.18h and mir-

221/222.Inhib.18h. However, in the secondary (spike-in) set, the targets are significantly 

up in mir-221/222.Inhib.18h only at the .06 p-value estimate (data not shown). In 

addition, the FRASOR_ER_UP set was significantly down in the primary analysis of 

mir-221/222.Mimic.18h, mir-221/222.Mimic.72h, ER.siRNA.18h, and ER.siRNA.72h, 

but not significantly down in the secondary gene set analysis of mir-221/222.Mimic.72h 

and ER.siRNA.72h. Another example is E18h.Up, which was derived from genes 

significantly up at ER.siRNA.18h, but was not scored as significant in any GSA runs. Of 

course, the expression data is the same in all cases, but the spike-in gene sets tend to bury 

the other gene sets because the GSA algorithm restandardizes its scores based on the 

distribution of scores in the gene sets. We mitigated this issue by separating the analysis 

and statistics of the primary and secondary genesets (The left and right panels of Figure 

11 were scored separately). 

When analyzing both primary and secondary gene sets some were not scored due 

to their small size than the suggested minimum size of 14 for GSA. Those include 

ESR1AntiCor (n=13), M72h.Up.I72h.Down (n=4), M18h.Up.M72h.Up (n=1), and 

I18h.Down.I72h.Down (n=3). Some relevant gene sets from MsigDB besides those listed 
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above include the following: MTA3PATHWAY; CARM_ERPATHWAY; 

ATGTGC.MIR-221.MIR-222; FRASOR_ER_UP/DOWN; and 

BREAST_CANCER_ESTROGEN_SIGNALING. Some gene sets were filtered out if a 

calculated FDR value is greater than 100 according to GSA, which implies that there is 

no chance of significance in any context. To evaluate significance of non-spike-in gene 

sets (the above manually curated gene sets, and gene sets from MsigDB), we used the 

primary data set results. 

The MTA3PATHWAY is the list of genes downstream of ESR1 and MTA3, 

which regulates growth and differentiation as an estrogen dependent component of the 

transcriptional co-repressor Mi-2/NuRD. Loss of ESR1 or MTA3 leads to Snail (SNA1) 

expression and subsequent loss of E-Cadherin (CDH1). This pathway was significantly 

down in mir-221/222.Mimic.72h and ER.siRNA.18h experiments when scored in the 

primary gene set. The genes that were primarily down were ESR1, CTSD, GREB1, and 

TUBA3. In addition, we saw no change in either CDH1 or SNAI1 mRNA expression 

levels in any of our experiments.  

The CARM_ERPATHWAY describes ESR1 co-activation by CBP from CARM1 

methylation. CARM1 (coactivator-associated arginine methyltransferase 1) increases 

promoter accessibility of ESR1 target genes, and could reflect potential Tamoxifen 

sensitivity (104). This pathway was significantly down in ER.siRNA.18h, but not quite 

significantly up in mir-221/222.Inhib.18h nor down in mir-221/222.Mimic.72h. 

ATGTAGC,MIR-221,MIR-222 is the predicted target set of hsa-mir-221/222 

according to MsigDB. Clearly this gene set was significantly down in mimic 

experiments, and significantly up in inhibitor experiments. As a side note, both hsa-mir-
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221/222 are located in tandem on Chromosome X, and share significant sequence identity 

and an identical seed sequence. As a result, both miRNAs are predicted to have the same 

targets by TargetScan. 

FRASOR_ER_UP (FRASOR_ER_DN) represent genes up (down) regulated from 

estradiol treatments in MCF-7 cells, but are down (up) regulated from treatment with one 

or more of the following: trans-hydroxytamoxifen, Faslodex, or raloxifene (94). The 

experiments were at 8 and 48 hours. FRASOR_ER_UP results were consistent with 

expectations: all mir-221/222.Mimic and ER.siRNA experiments were significantly down 

with no changes in the mir-221/222.Inhib sets. However, the FRASOR_ER_DN had 

contradictory results: ER.siRNA.18h, ER.siRNA.72h, and mir-221/222.Inhib.18h 

experiments showed the gene set significantly up, while the mir-221/222.Mimic.72h 

showed the gene set significantly down. 

3.3.7 mir-221/222 Also Regulates Many Structural Genes 

 Microarrays were performed at 18 and 72 hours post transfection of either mimic 

miRNAs (Mimic.18h and Mimic.72h) or miRNA inhibitors (Inhib.18h and Inhib.72h) for 

hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222. In all cases, there were 3 biological replicates. We 

calculated the moderated t-statistic, log fold change, B-statistic, and FDR for each gene 

for each of the experiment using the limma package (88) in R/Bioconductor. MCF-7 lines 

were used for mimic experiments while MDA-MB-231 lines were used for inhibitor 

experiments. We selected differentially expressed genes B-statistic > 0. We also 

investigated whether any of these genes were targets as predicted by TargetScan 3.0. 

It is likely that the most direct hsa-mir-221/222 effects are at 18 hours so we 

examined the genes significantly differentially expressed in both Mimic.18h and 
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Inhib.18h. Undoubtedly, this is a tough criterion to meet, but it reduces the gene set to a 

smaller set in order to examine the genes in detail. Genes significantly downregulated in 

the mimic experiment and upregulated in the inhibitor at 18 hours are PRUNE, CAV2, 

DNAJB6, PLEKHC1, GALNT3, HNMT, SMARCA5, FAM35A, KIAA1450, 

C14orf147, PLEKHA2, ACADM, DPY19L3, C1orf198. Notably neither p27 (CDKN1B) 

nor ESR1 are significant in both experiments. CDKN1B is significantly up in the 

inhibitor (logFC=1.2;B=4), but just marginal in the mimic (logFC=-.8;B=-.6). ESR1 is 

significantly down in the mimic (logFC=-.7;B=1), but not in the inhibitor 

(logFC=.29;B=-6). However, in all cases the signs of expression are consistent with 

expectations. 

PRUNE, CAV2, and PLEKHC1 are all associated with focal adhesions in either 

luminal or basal contexts. PRUNE overexpression promotes cell motility (105), and is 

associated in tumors with advanced lymph node status or presence of distant metastases, 

but not associated with either ER or PR status (106). However, our cell line data shows 

PRUNE expression is significantly luminal specific, and significantly anti-correlated with 

both EGFR and hsa-mir-221/222 (data not shown). In HeLa cells, siRNAs against 

PRUNE or its binding partner GSK-3 decrease cell migration by prohibiting focal 

adhesion degradation by PRUNE and GSK-3 (105). On the other hand, another protein 

associated with focal adhesions is CAV2, which is basal specific. CAV-1,2,3 are key 

proteins of caveolae, a plasma membrane cavity responsible for vesicular transport and 

signaling, and is transcriptionally sensitive to cholesterol levels. CAV-1,2,3 have a strong 

presence in adipocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial, and epithelial cells (107). Most studies 

focused on the tumor suppressor CAV1, and show different types of cancer have CAV1 
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under most possible circumstances: mutated, overexpressed or underexpressed (107). 

CAV-1,2,3 are members of the human KEGG group “Focal Adhesion”, and the EGF 

pathway. In contrast to PRUNE in cell lines, CAV2 is significantly basal specific 

between luminal and basal cell lines, and significantly correlated to CAV1, FOSL1, 

EGFR, and hsa-mir-221/222, and anti-correlated to ESR1 and PRUNE (data not shown).  

Not surprisingly, CAV2 is significantly associated with basal-like ER-/PR- cancer (108). 

Interestingly, CAV1 has been shown to negatively regulate Cyclin D1 (109), which is a 

downstream target of FOSL1, a regulator of the hsa-mir-221/222 cluster. This suggests a 

very intriguing relationship between CAV2 and hsa-mir-221/222. Since CAV2 is so well 

correlated to hsa-mir-221/222, we propose that hsa-mir-221/222 fine-tunes CAV2 by 

capping its expression levels. Another focal adhesion protein is Mig-2 (PLEKHC1), a 

predicted mir-221/222 target that contains a pleckstrin homology domain. The pleckstrin 

homology domain is used to recruit and bind proteins, typically signaling proteins, to 

membranes. PLEKHC1 binds and localizes migfilin to focal adhesions (110), and 

depletion of PLEKHC1 reduces cell spreading (110). PLEKHC1 is well correlated to 

CAV2, barely correlated to hsa-mir-221/222, and anti-correlated to PRUNE (data not 

shown). Another pleckstrin homology domain-containing protein involved in signaling is 

TAPP2 (PLEKHA2) (111). PLEKHA2 is likely an oncogene given its proximity to a 

retroviral integration site (112), but it is genomically flanked on chromosome 8 by 

ADAM9 and TACC1, two proteins in recurrent amplicons associated with reduced 

survival duration in breast cancer (113). PLEKHA2 is also implicated in early embryonic 

stem cell differentiation (114). 
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 Other proteins associated with cell structure are DNAJB6 and SMARCA5. 

DNAJB6 is a protein chaperone, which is also significantly basal specific between 

luminal and basal cell lines (data not shown). DNAJB6 has a poorly conserved mir-

221/222 targetsite. DNAJB6 interacts with and facilitates degradation of the luminal 

specific marker KRT18 (115, 116), although we saw no change in KRT18 mRNA 

expression in any of our experiments (data not shown). Like CAV2, we propose that hsa-

mir-221/222 caps the expression of DNAJB6. SMARCA5, or the murine equivalent 

Snf2h, is involved in chromatin assembly and remodeling, and is significantly anti-

correlated with hsa-mir-221/222. Snf2h is associated with proliferating cell populations 

in mice (117). 

Other basal specific genes differentially expressed in both mimic and inhibitor 

experiments are GALNT3 and HNMT. GALNT3 is a UDP-GalNAc transferase 3 with 

roles in O-glycosylation. GALNT3 is upregulated in TGFβ treated NMuMG cells at 6 

hours (118), and basal breast tumor specific (119). Incidentally, GALNT3 clusters by 

gene expression in proximity to the established hsa-mir-221 target KIT (120). 

Computational predictions suggest GALNT3 is regulated by FOXF2 according to 

MSigDB (92). However, GALNT3 is significantly upregulated in the more epithelial-like 

Tarceva sensitive NSCLC cell lines (data not shown). Histamine N-methyltransferase, 

HNMT, is an enzyme for catalyzing histamine degradation, and has a poorly conserved 

mir-221/222 target site. HNMT, along with IGFBP5 and 28 other genes, are significantly 

downregulated in metastatic bladder cell line T24T vs. a less aggressive T24 cell line 

(121). However, HNMT was found to be significantly higher in ER-/PR- breast tumors 
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(122). Note that transfection of either epithelial-like gene IGFBP5 or CDH1 reduces the 

metastatic potential of MDA-MB-231 cells (102). 

Differentially expressed genes that are not basal specific include ACADM and 

FAM35A. ACADM (MCAD) is medium-chain specific (C4 to C12 straight chain) acyl-

Coenzyme A dehydrogenase with a poorly conserved mir-221/222 target site. ACADM is 

induced by PGC-1 (an activator of mitochondrial biogenesis) and ESRRA (estrogen 

related receptor alpha) to regulate energy metabolism and fatty acid oxidation (123). 

FAM35A is member A of the family with sequence similarity 35, and has a poorly 

conserved mir-221/222 target site. FAM35A is phosphorylated in response to DNA 

damage (124). FAM35A is significantly down regulated in basal specific cells (data not 

shown). 

The remaining proteins are mostly unannotated: KIAA1450, C14orf147, 

C1orf198, and DPY19L3. KIAA1450 is a validated but unannotated protein. KIAA1450 

is part of a gene signature in lung adenocarcinoma with lower expression in metastatic 

node-positive vs. node-negative tumors (125). C14orf147 (MGC24447) is a validated, 

but unannotated protein. C14orf147 is significantly upregulated in psoriasis skin lesions 

(126), and breast epithelial cells (data not shown). C1orf198 is a predicted protein coding 

gene. C1orf198 is luminal specific in a comparison between luminal and basal cell lines 

(data not shown), yet basal specific in tumor samples (119). DPY19L3 is a provisional 

and unannotated protein. 

 Examination of both mimic and inhibitor experiments supports the following 

hypothesis: hsa-mir-221/222 targets in general tend to be either significantly luminal or 
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basal specific, and hsa-mir-221/222 directly modulate structural characteristics of the 

cell. That is, miRNAs tend to suppress both correlated and anti-correlated targets. 

3.4 FOSL1/Fra-1 Drives mir-221/222 

To further elucidate the mir-221/222 and ESR1 signaling pathway we wished to 

determine the master switch that regulates the expression of mir-221/222.  In a genomic 

context, hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 reside within 1 Kb of each other in the same 

orientation on chromosome X and are thus most likely co-regulated (127).   These 

miRNAs do not reside within an intron of any other known gene.  Therefore, it is likely 

that these miRNAs share a transcriptional unit.  To identify potential regulators, we 

searched for the presence of conserved binding sites of known transcription factors, and 

whose expression levels are highly correlated with that of mir-221/222 across all 134 cell 

lines.  This led to a sole candidate transcription factor, FOSL1 (Fra-1), which is a 

member of the Fos family of transcription factors that form the AP1 complex with Jun 

family members that has been proposed to be a driver of breast cancer invasiveness and 

morphological transformation (98, 128).  We further tested the role of FOSL1 in the 

regulation of hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 expression.  Because the highly conserved 

AP1 binding site is present 12 Kb upstream (Figure 12A) of the miRNAs, we subcloned 

a genomic fragment from this region into the minimal promoter-containing luciferase 

construct (FOSL1-WT-BS). As a negative control, we mutated key base pairs for AP1 

binding within this region (FOSL1-Mut-BS), and as a positive control we included a 

classical commercially available AP1-Luc construct and assessed the ability of FOSL1 to 

transactivate these reporters in MCF7 cells (Figure 12B).  As expected, transfection of 

FOSL1 dramatically enhanced luciferase activity from the AP1-Luc construct.  
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Encouragingly, FOSL1 transfection also substantially enhanced the luciferase activity 

from the FOSL1-WT-BS construct, whereas minimal stimulation of luciferase activity 

was detected from the FOSL1-Mut-BS construct.  These data suggest that FOSL1 may 

directly regulate mir-221/222 expression; however, to answer this question in a cellular 

context we depleted FOSL1 levels by siRNA in MDA-MB231 cells and determined the 

levels of mir-221/222 by qRT-PCR.  For a positive control, we also assessed the 

transcript levels of the AP1 target gene CCND1 (Cyclin D1) since depletion of FOSL1 

should result in a decrease in CCND1 mRNA (128).  As expected, siRNA to FOSL1 

resulted in a dramatic reduction in FOSL1 protein and CCND1 mRNA (Figure 12C).  

siRNA to FOSL1, but not NTC siRNA, resulted in a potent reduction in the levels of hsa-

mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 by qRT-PCR, implying that FOSL1 is a critical regulator of 

mir-221/222 expression.   

Since a reciprocal relationship exists between FOSL1 and FOS (98), with the 

former being expressed exclusively in basal and the latter within luminal breast cancer 

cells, and given that ESR1 upregulates FOS (96), we wished to determine if FOS protein 

levels are modulated by mir-221/222.  MCF7 cells were therefore transfected as 

previously described and FOS was western blotted using prepared protein lysates.  

Addition of mimics resulted in a dramatic reduction in FOS protein levels relative to the 

control mimics (Figure 12D).  Surprisingly, this was not observed with the ESR1 siRNA, 

suggesting that mir-221/222 may down-regulate FOS through an ESR1-independent 

mechanism. Our observations are consistent with mir-221/222 directly regulating FOS 

and provide further evidence for mir-221/222 regulating key players that can discriminate 

between luminal and basal breast cancers. 
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3.5 Mir-221/222 Cell Line Results Likely Apply To Tumors 

To ensure these observations are relevant within the context of breast cancer 

disease and not a cell line-specific phenomenon, it is of interest to test the validity of our 

mir-221/222 hypothesis in primary breast tumor samples since the status of ER is critical 

to making treatment decisions and predicting benefit from ER antagonists.  To this end, 

we measured hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 expression by qRT-PCR across 32 primary 

breast tumor samples with 16 classified as ER positive and the remaining 16 as ER 

negative by IHC and calculated PCC from key luminal and basal genes derived from 

microarray data (Figure 13A).  Consistent with the hypothesis derived from the breast 

cancer cell lines, we observed a statistically significant PCC of -0.31 (p=0.05) indicating 

that indeed mir-221/222 expression is anti-correlated with ESR1/ERalpha in primary 

breast tumor samples. Significant anti-correlations with mir-221/222 were also observed 

for the known luminal-specific genes XBP1, ERBB3, GATA3 (129), and the mir-

221/222 targets FOS and CDKN1B.  In contrast, the basal-specific genes VIM and KRT5 

were significantly positively correlated with mir-221/222 expression, consistent with 

higher levels of mir-221/222 in the basal subtype compared to the luminal.  In addition, 

the regulator of mir-221/222 expression, FOSL1, was significantly correlated with mir-

221/222 expression in these primary breast cancer samples.  We also extended these 

observations to a published breast cancer data set (Figure 13A) (113).  
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3.6 mir-221/222 Targets Have Significant Prognostic Value 

3.6.1 marDUSE Analysis and Survival Signature 

We applied marDUSE on the average log fold change values of Mimic.72h data 

set relative to controls, and selected all genes predicted to be targets (log odds ratio > 0) 

under two different conditions: using kmers of size 6 and kmers of size 7. In other words, 

we took the intersection of two different marDUSE runs. As a preprocessing step, 

marDUSE screened out all kmers that did not have an average conservation of 80% 

(conserved in an average of 4 out of 5 genomes) in order to weed out likely false 

positives, and limit the signature size. The gene signature includes those genes listed in 

Table 5. Clearly, the listed genes are unlikely to all be targets, and some genes could be 

off-targets and/or indirect regulatory effects. However, all genes have at least 1 site 

complementary to one of the first three 7mers (and 6mers) of mir-221/222, and are at 

least 80% conserved in a 5 genome multiple sequence alignment. All sequence data, 

including multiple sequence alignments from 5 genomes, was downloaded from 

http://www.targetscan.org. 

We performed survival analysis on a published breast cancer data set (113) using 

the R survival library, and miRNA targets predicted from the marDUSE algorithm. Note 

that only 195 of the 246 genes in the above signature were available because of gene 

expression platform annotation differences. We sorted the 130 samples (a gene 

expression experiment of a patient sample) based on the AUC summary. The AUC 

summary is the area under the Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) by defining genes in the 

signature as “True” and all other genes as “False”. The AUC value is equivalent to the 

probability of a randomly selected target having a higher expression value than a 
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randomly selected non-target. Groups were generated from the samples by splitting the 

samples on the median AUC value calculated from all samples. The two groups are 

“TargetsUp” for samples (experiments) where the summary statistic is greater than or 

equal to the median or “TargetsDown” for all other samples. P-values were then 

calculated based on the difference between the two groups. We obtain similar results by 

using the non-parametric T-statistic, and also found FOSL1 expression to be significantly 

anti-correlated with AUC values (data not shown). Strikingly, when mir-221/222 targets 

were highly expressed (Targets +) in breast cancers, which is indicative of low mir-

221/222 expression, there was a significant survival advantage compared to breast 

cancers with mir-221/222 targets being expressed at lower levels (Targets -), which is 

indicative of high mir-221/222 expression (Figure 13B). Segregation of survival was also 

observed, but weaker, using sequence-based predicted targets from TargetScan4.0 (data 

not shown). Note that we did not find a significantly improved patient outcome with just 

ESR1 or FOSL1 expression. 

Since we do not have access the previously described tumor samples we measured 

mir-221/222 levels in a set of 32 tumor samples obtained from Genentech in order to 

confirm a general trend between mir-221/222 and ESR1. We classified tumor samples by 

ER status (IHC), and not by more sophisticated measures(130) that classify samples 

according to Luminal A, Luminal B, Her2, Normal, and Basal because of discrepancies 

in annotation. We were only able to map <20% of the centroid unigene ids, which 

essentially produced results consistent with resolution at ER status (data not shown). 
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3.7 Conclusion 

Together, our data provide a comprehensive addition to the current view of breast 

cancer biology in that we present a model whereby two highly conserved miRNAs, hsa-

mir-221 and hsa-mir-222, are at a crucial node for regulating ESR1 and the 

discrimination between basal and luminal subtypes and predicting survival for breast 

cancer patients. 
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miRNA Target 
mRNA 

PCC P-value Reference 

hsa-mir-221,222 ESR1 -.287 , -.307 .0007 , .0002 This 
report 

hsa-mir-221,222 CDKN1B 
(p27) 

-.139 , -.159 >.05 , .06 (89, 90, 131) 

hsa-mir-221,222 KIT -.012 , -.018 >.05, >.05  (120) 
hsa-mir-206 ESR1 -.007 >.05 (132) 
hsa-mir-125a,b ERBB2 .255 , -.064 .002 , >.05 (133) 
hsa-mir-125a,b ERBB3 .032 , -.263 >.05 , .002 (133) 
hsa-mir-10b HOXD10 .278 .001 (134) 

 
miRNA Regulator PCC P-value Reference 
hsa-mir-221,222 FOSL1 .784 , .792 <10-16,<10-16 This 

report 
hsa-mir-10b TWIST1 .227 .007 (134) 
mir-17 Cluster MYC .1 to .31  >.05 to .0002 (135) 
mir-34a TP53 (p53) -.056 >.05 (136-138) 

  

Table 4.  Pearson Correlation Coefficients (PCC) of miRNAs to Targets and 

Regulators. 

In general, we found known breast cancer associated miRNAs to be negatively correlated 

to their targets, while known miRNA regulators tend to be positively correlated. PCC 

values were estimated using the previously described 134 profiled cell lines.  ESR1 is the 

most anti-correlated of all predicted and previously published targets of mir-221/222 as 

well as other miRNAs and their targets.  In addition, FOSL1 is the most positively 

correlated transcription factor with its miRNA target gene hsa-mir-221/222. mir-221/222 

was previously shown to target c-KIT (KIT) (32, 120, 139). However, our inhibitor 

experiments show no change in KIT expression, but KIT is significantly down regulated 

in the mimic experiment at 72 hours (unadjusted p=.005 with FDR=.059), but not at 18 

hours. Interestingly, KIT was moderately down-regulated in the ER.KO.72 hour 

experiment (unadjusted p=.025 with FDR=.11). Given these results we can not conclude 
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whether KIT is down-regulated because of mir-221/222 or because of ESR1. This is in 

contrast to reports that suggest KIT expression is very strong in basal-like cancers. 
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ACVR2A CHD8 HRB PAIP1 SH3GLB1 
ACVR2B CHERP HS6ST2 PAIP2 SIN3B 
AFF4 CHSY1 IGF1R PAK1 SLC1A2 
ANKRD28 CLASP2 IGF2BP2 PAK2 SLC25A37 
AP1S3 CLSTN1 ILF3 PBX3 SLC2A13 
APAF1 COL12A1 INSIG1 PCDH8 SLC6A6 
ARF3 CPEB3 IRF2 PCDHA10 SLITRK6 
ARF4 CPEB4 IRF2BP2 PCDHA12 SMURF1 
ARID1A CROT ITGA3 PCDHA6 SOX4 
ARNT CUL4A ITGB8 PCGF3 SPRED2 
ASB7 CUTL1 ITPR1 PCM1 SRPR 
ASPH CXCL12 ITSN1 PCMTD1 STK17B 
ATBF1 CYLD KCNK2 PDPK1 STMN1 
ATP2B1 CYR61 KCTD1 PELI1 STYX 
ATXN1 DAB2IP KIAA0256 PHF2 SYT1 
BBX DBN1 KIAA1370 PHLDA1 TCF12 
BCL11B DDX3X KIAA1598 PIGF TEAD1 
BCL2L11 DNAJC14 KIF3B PIK3R1 TFG 
BCL9 DYNC1LI2 KIF5C PITPNB TIAM1 
BICD2 DYRK1A KIT PLCG1 TIMP3 
BMF EFNB2 KPNB1 PLEKHA3 TMCC1 
BNIP3L EIF3S1 KSR1 PLEKHC1 TMEM168 
BRD1 EIF4E3 LARP1 PLOD2 TMEM55A 
BRD8 EIF5A2 LMO4 PLXND1 TMEM64 
BSDC1 EPC2 LOC285382 POGZ TNRC6A 
BTF3L4 EPHA3 MAGI1 PPP6C TRIM2 
BTG2 ESR1 MAML3 PRKAG2 TRPS1 
C11orf61 ETS2 MANEAL PRKAR2B UBE2D3 
C14orf147 FAM3C MAP1B PRPS1 UBE2E2 
C1QDC1 FAM84A MAP3K7IP3 QSER1 UBE2J1 
C21orf66 FLJ20366 MAP4K4 RALA UNQ1887 
C4orf8 FMR1 MBNL2 RANBP10 USP21 
C5orf21 FOS MEGF9 RAPH1 USP32 
C5orf24 FRS2 MEIS1 RASAL2 USP6NL 
C6orf120 FRYL MIDN RBM24 UTX 
C6orf89 FUBP3 MLL RBM5 VAPB 
C7orf41 FUSIP1 MPP7 RBMS1 VEZF1 
CAMTA1 G3BP2 MPZL1 RFXDC2 VGLL4 
CBFB GARNL1 MTSS1 RIN2 WDR37 
CBX7 GGA3 MYBL1 RKHD3 WDR48 
CCDC126 GJA1 MYLIP RNF12 WEE1 
CCDC64 GNAI2 MYO10 RTF1 WHSC1 
CDC42BPA GRB10 NAP1L1 SAFB YWHAG 
CDC42BPB HDAC4 NDFIP1 SBK1 ZDHHC9 
CDKN1B HECTD2 NFYB SCD5 ZNF385 
CDKN1C HEXIM1 NHS SCHIP1 ZNF652 
CDV3 HIPK1 NLK SDC2  
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CELSR3 HMGCR NOTCH3 SEC24C  
CENTG2 HNRPA3 NOVA1 SEMA3C  
CHAC2 HOXB7 NRK SEMA4D  

 

Table 5 Predicted mir-221/222 marDUSE Target Signature. 

The table gives all genes predicted to be targets according to marDUSE. The data was 

trained microarrays profiling gene expression 72 hours post mir-221/222 transfection. 

The marDUSE options set the conservation threshold to be 80%. 
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Figure 5 The Top Primary Coordinates are Positively Correlated with ESR1, and 

Negatively Correlated with EGFR. 

The left (right) panel shows the pearson correlation coefficients of ESR1 (EGFR) 

expression to all paired principal coordinates of mRNA expression (x-axis) and miRNA 

expression (y-axis) distance matrices. Each number shows the rank of the paired principal 

coordinate in terms of its eigenvalue, and the color is scaled blue as a percentage of the 

mean eigenvalues from the paired principal coordinate. For example, the point labeled as 

“1” captures the most variation (~23% of the miRNA distance matrix and ~19% of the 

mRNA distance matrix for a mean of ~21% in the ESR1 panel), and is colored a solid 

blue, while the point labeled as “2” captures and average of ~9% variation so it is more 

black. The top principle coordinates capture the most variation (by definition), but also 

are both strongly correlated with ESR1 expression. In addition, we found that other 

paired principal coordinates are not as well correlated with each other as PC1mRNA and 

PC1miRNA (data not shown). 
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Figure 6 ESR1 Expression is Significantly associated with PC1miRNA and PC1mRNA. 

Cell lines are sorted by increasing values of PC1miRNA (upper panel) and PC1mRNA (lower 

panel). The y-axis shows the log2 expression value of ESR1 expression. Spearman 

correlation coefficients between ESR1 and PC1miRNA and PC1mRNA are significant with p-

values of .006 and .02 respectively. Boxes with red borders are not well separated by 

either PC1miRNA and PC1mRNA; SKBR3, a ‘weakly luminal-epithelial-like’ cell line (102), 

is ER-/PR-/HER2+; AU565 is isolated from the same patient as SKBR3, and is also ER-

/PR-/HER2+; HCC1428 is ER+/HER2- with a homozygous deletion at FHIT3; DU4475 

is likely colorectal in origin (140). An inverse relationship exists for EGFR, but with 
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much stronger p-values (data not shown). The only paired principal coordinates that show 

strong correlation to ESR1 and anti-correlation to EGFR are PC1miRNA and PC1mRNA.  
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Figure 7 miRNAs and Targets Tend to be Anticorrelated. 

The distribution shows Pearson's correlation coefficients (PCCs) between all 

miRNA::non-target pairs (red); all miRNA::target pairs according to TargetScan 3.1 (55) 

(green); and between 60 mRNAs and their respective intronic miRNAs (blue ticks). The 

arrows elucidate PCC values of target genes (green) and regulators (red) associated with 

mir-221/222, in the context of all calculated PCC. 
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Figure 8 miRNA profiling reveals miRNAs that discriminate between luminal and 

basal-like subtypes. 

(A) Cell lines have similar profiles when sorted by either miRNA or mRNA primary 

principal coordinates.  Cell lines with blue circles are defined as luminal lines by mRNA 

expression (quadrants I and II), and represent the luminal set in regulatory score and t-

statistics calculations. All other cell lines are black, and defined as basal. Both principal 
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coordinates are significantly correlated with each other and ESR1 expression, and 

significantly anti-correlated with the mesenchymal marker EGFR. Outlier cell lines 

(quadrants II and IV) that don’t consistently separate by principal coordinates are all 

morphologically epithelial (solid red circles). The cell line labels, removed here for 

clarity, are in the order they appear as in Figure 6 (B) Stripcharts showing the top 20 

significantly differentially expressed miRNAs in ascending order by p-value. T-statistics 

were calculated for luminal-specific miRNAs (luminal lines vs. all other lines) and 

luminal-basal miRNAs (luminal vs. basal lines). Luminal lines are blue points, while red 

points are basal lines, and gray points are all lines not luminal. All labeled miRNAs are 

significantly differentially expressed with FDR < .05. The asterisk means the anti-sense 

or 3’ strand of the miRNA was detected. (C) Plot of miRNA B-Statistics, the log 

posterior odds ratio of being differentially expressed versus not differentially expressed, 

shows the specificity of mir-221/222 downregulation in luminal lines compared to other 

miRNAs. miRNAs with a B-Statistic > 0 in both tests are labelled.  Points are colored 

green if more significant in luminal vs. basal calculations, while red points are more 

significant in luminal vs. all calculations (D) The tabulation of six of the nine genes 

predicted to be targets based on CRS estimates, along with target evidence from this 

report. The evidence codes are as follows: “*” (“**”) if the gene is significantly 

downregulated from mir-221/222 mimic experiments at 18 (72) hours, and “***” 

(“****”) if the gene is significantly upregulated from mir-221/222 inhibitor experiments 

at 18 (72) hours. Significance estimates are p-values less than or equal to .05. Three other 

genes (IRX5, VASH1, and CROP) predicted to mir-221/222 targets did not meet the 

above criteria, and are not shown. 
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Figure 9 Visualization of high quality CRS values. 

The upper panel shows the contribution of miRNA families to final CRS values for the 

top 40 genes and top 10 miRNA families. Some genes and contributions by some miRNA 

families are not shown because they failed to meet cutoffs (See text). Green (red) boxes 

represent negative (positive) regulatory relationships between the gene (column) and the 

miRNA family (row). Just below the heatmap is a barplot showing the rescaled and log-

transformed CRS values by the top 10 miRNA families alone. This order differs slightly 

when considering contributions from all miRNA families. For example, ESR1 is ranked 

6th here, but 3rd when summing over all miRNA families. The bottom panel shows the list 

of miRNAs that compose a family. 
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Figure 10 Estrogen Receptor is a mir-221/222 Target.  

(A) The mir-221/222::ESR1 target site in the context of conservation and RNA secondary 

structure as determined by the RNA motif program CMFinder (91). The consensus 

sequence is case sensitive according to accessibility from the RNA motif encompassing 

the miRNA target site (Upper case is more accessible), and was estimated from a 400 bp 

sequence centered at the target site in Rat, Mouse, Dog and Human ESR1 3’UTRs. (B) 

Luciferase reporter expression as a function of increasing dose of pooled mir-221/222 

inhibitors (left and right panel) and mimic (middle panel). A positive control reporter, 

PerfComp, contains a site perfectly complementary to hsa-mir-221 shows the expected 

increase or decrease in expression in response to the inhibitors or mimics, respectively.  

The ESR1 reporter contains the 3’UTR of ESR1 and shows a trend similar to the 

PerfComp experiments. All data are normalized to the luciferase readout from a negative 
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control mimic or inhibitor. The right panel shows reporter expression of a wildtype (WT) 

and mutant ‘Seedbox’ containing 75 bases centered at the target site and is normalized to 

WT with no inhibitor.  (C) Western blots of ESR1 from mimic and control (Scrambled) 

transfection changes in ESR1 levels as a function of Mimic concentration. Controls 

include an ESR1 siRNA and non-targeting siRNA.  Tubulin was used as a loading 

control. (D) Correlated transcriptional cascade of two gene sets in the context of ESR1 

siRNA at 72 hours (ER.siRNA.72h) and mir-221/222 mimic overexpression at 72h (mir-

221/222.Mimic.72h). ESR1-MTA3 are genes from the ESR1-MTA3 canonical pathway 

and Estradiol Up-regulated genes are genes up-regulated from estradiol treatment and 

dependent on ESR1 (94). 
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Figure 11 mir-221/222 modulates ER signaling. 

Clustering of selected gene set maxmean statistics computed by the GSA algorithm for 

the different experiments relative to their respective controls: mir-221/222 inhibitors at 

18 and 72 hours (Inhib.18h and Inhib.72h); mir-221/22 mimics at 18 and 72 hours 

(Mimic.18h and Mimic.72h); and an siRNA against ESR1 at 18 and 72 hours 

(ER.KO.18h and ER.KO.72h) post-transfection. Statistics are colored green (red) if 

negative (positive), and a white (yellow) triangle indicates significance at the .05 (.06) 

level.  In general, there is consistency between mimic and siRNA KO transcriptional 

cascades. See text for pathway and gene set description. 
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Figure 12 The basal-specific transcription factor FOSL1/Fra-1 drives the 

transcription of the mir-221/222 gene cluster. 

(A) Cartoon depicting the human genomic architecture and promoter region of mir-

221/222 with the highly conserved AP1 site.  (B) FOSL1 depletion by siRNA reduces 

hsa-mir-221 and hsa-mir-222 abundance.  MB231 cells were transfected with siRNA to 

FOSL1 or Non-Targeting Control (NTC) and qRT-PCR was carried out 18 hours post-

transfection as annotated. (C) FOSL1 modulates the promoter region of mir-221/222.  

FOSL1/Fra-1 activity was assessed using luciferase reporters containing the conserved 

mir-221/222 AP1 binding site (FOS-WT-BS) or a mutant variant (FOS-Mut-BS), both 

were cloned upstream of a minimal promoter region. A classical AP1-Luc construct was 

incorporated as a positive control.  All data are normalized to an empty CMV vector 

control.  (D) FOS abundance is decreased by mir-221/222.  MCF7 cells were transfected 

as indicated and FOS detected by western blotting and Actin as a loading control. 
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Figure 13 mir-221/222 targets are associated with survival and anti-correlated with 

FOSL1 and mir-221/222 expression in breast cancers.  

(A) Key luminal genes are anti-correlated with FOSL1 and mir-221/222 expression in 

primary breast cancer samples.  A heatmap summarizing PCC values from two data sets: 

Genentech (lower triangle) or Chin et al (upper triangle).  Statistically significant PCC 

values (p<=.05) are labeled with white triangles. Red boxes are correlated gene pairs and 

green boxes are anti-correlated gene pairs.  (B) mir-221/222 target signature, as 

determined by marDUSE, is a predictor of overall survival in breast cancer.  Kaplan 

Meyer plot depicts overall survival from breast cancer patients whose tumor contained 

high or low expression of mir-221/222 targets. (C) mir-221/222 is at a crucial node for 

regulating ESR1 and the discrimination between basal and luminal subtypes.  A high 

level schematic representing our data integrated with the current biology surrounding 
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ESR1 and discrimination of luminal and basal breast cancers. Both TargetScan and 

marDUSE predict FOS as a mir-221/222 target. 
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4 Using Signature Analysis to Find miRNAs Driving 

Epithelial Identity 

4.1 Introduction 

We propose a systematic hypothesis driven protocol that integrates mRNA 

expression, miRNA expression, and protein-interaction data (141) to functionally 

annotate miRNAs and their respective targets in a user-defined context. The annotation 

protocol has three components 1) Indentify miRNAs associated with user-defined 

signatures (gene sets) by correlating miRNA expression to numerical values assigned to 

samples based on their relative ranking to user-defined signatures 2) Look for a 

significant enrichment of anti-correlated targets or target site motifs within the same 

context 3) Report top predicted targets by integrating target predictions with protein-

protein interaction data. As a proof of concept application of this protocol, we profiled 

and integrated miRNA and mRNA expression across 134 cell lines, and used manually 

curated epithelial (EpLike) and mesenchymal (MesLike) genesets from breast cancer 

(102) to uncover epithelial miRNAs regulating mesenchymal genes. Our analysis is a 

generic and data-rich approach to enumerate miRNAs and targets associated with gene 

signatures. 

4.1.1 Putting miRNA Expression Into Context 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small ~22nt noncoding RNAs that significantly 

contribute to the complex regulatory code across diverse multicellular species (142), and 

regulate numerous processes including those in development, cancer, and immunity. 
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Despite numerous studies suggesting miRNAs primarily affecting protein levels, 

microarray experiments eventually revealed nonspecific affects from siRNAs targeting 

MAPK14 (48). Other studies have since expanded on the effects of siRNAs and miRNAs 

on mRNA target levels respectively (4, 40, 49, 50). Exposing miRNA function by putting 

miRNA expression in the context of its targets continues to provide valuable insight into 

miRNA annotation. Indeed, a recent algorithm, GenMir++, builds on existing target 

prediction algorithms by ranking candidates based on incorporating miRNA and mRNA 

expression data (58, 59). We propose a general strategy to build on these developments 

by incorporating more information, but with specificity to a pre-defined signature. As a 

proof of concept application we predict miRNAs and targets associated with epithelial 

and mesenchymal identity. 

4.1.2 Background on Epithelial and Mesenchymal Cell Types 

Epithelial cells serve as a protective cell interface between different biological 

environments. Prime examples are the epithelial layers lining the exposed skin (external 

epithelia) and lungs (internal epithelia). Maintaining distinct biological environments 

behooves the epithelial cellular structure to be largely coherent, bilateral and relatively 

immotile individually (143). In culture, epithelial cells tend to be organized in a 

polygonal fashion, and locked together by complexes of E-Cadherins (CDH1). CDH1 

compose adherens junctions, and maintain the polygonal and coherent structure of 

clusters of epithelial cells. Regulation of cell-cell adhesion genes in epithelia occur at 

every level including transcriptional dowregulation, post-translational regulation, and 

finally disruption and degradation of cell-cell adhesion complexes (144). In contrast, 

mesenchymal cells tend to be unstructured, asymmetric, and individually mobile. 
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Biological context or development may require cells to switch from epithelial to 

mesenchymal cells, the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), or mesenchymal to 

epithelial cells, the mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET).  EMT underlies 

gastrulation, one of the most significant evolutionary advances of multilayered animals 

(145). In embryonic development, gastrulation is the transition from multicellular to 

multilayered, and it occurs when a hollow ball of epithelia, the blastula, produces the 

three germ layers: the endoderm (digestive and respiratory systems); the mesoderm 

(muscular and circulatory systems) and ectoderm (external tissues and nervous system). 

4.2 miRNAs Associated with Epithelial Identity: The mir-200 

Family 

Our protocol begins by selecting signatures associated with epithelial and 

mesenchymal identity. Two complementary and conceptually mutually exclusive 

signatures are necessary to ease the interpretation of sorting samples by similarity to one 

signature or the other. The interpretation for miRNAs and targets then follows a logical 

conclusion: miRNAs strongly associated with one signature are expected to regulate 

genes associated with the other signature. The signatures we chose for our proof of 

concept application are manually curated epithelial (EpLike with n=35) and 

mesenchymal (MesLike with n=37) signatures from breast cancer (102). 

We selected all (35+37=72) genes associated with the EpLike and MesLike 

signatures across our previously described 134 cell line panel. This produced a 72x134 

matrix of gene expression values. Next we calculated the first principal component of the 

matrix along samples (Figure 14A). For convenience, we will call the first principal 

component the EpMesVec. The values in the first principal component correspond to 
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relative rankings of the epithelial (numerically increasing) or mesenchymal (numerically 

decreasing) nature of each cell line. miRNA and mRNA expression values were then 

projected onto the EpMesVec by a simple Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). We 

define EpMesVecPCC as the Pearson correlation coefficient to EpMesVec. miRNAs or 

mRNAs more positively correlated to the EpMesVec are more epithelial in nature. The 

top positively correlated mRNA from the EpLike and MesLike signatures is an EpLike 

gene Claudin 7 (CLDN7). CLDN7, along with 6th most positive E-Cadherin (CDH1), 

maintain structural links between epithelial cells. The most negatively correlated to the 

EpMesVec of the 72 genes is a MesLike gene Vimentin (VIM), an intermediate filament 

protein, and the canonical mesenchymal marker. The strong correlations of these markers 

to the EpMesVec confirm our expectations the original EpLike and MesLike signatures 

can distinguish between epithelial and mesenchymal cell types. In addition, the 

EpMesVec significantly separates (p-value < .05) luminal and basal subtypes of breast 

cancer cell lines and erlotinib sensitivity in NSCLC cell lines (data not shown). Erlotinib 

sensitivity is associated with epithelial vs. mesenchymal cell types (146). 

The top predicted epithelial miRNAs are the mir-200 family (Figure 14B), which 

is recently reported to play a role in suppressing ZEB1, a repressor of the canonical 

epithelial marker CDH1 (147-149). However, we show that the regulatory effect of the 

mir-200 family extends beyond a single protein, since the frequency of motifs at the 

5’end of the mir-200 family are significantly anticorrelated to EpMesVec (Figure 14C). 

We find that motifs in 3’UTRs complementary to the mir-200 family are significantly 

enriched in genes with negative EpMesVec projections (p-value << .05). That is, the mir-

200 family likely regulates numerous mesenchymal targets. It is important to note the 
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mir-200 family exists as two clusters in the human genome (Figure 14D). At this point, 

we have established that miRNAs strongly associated with one signature (EpLike) 

miRNAs are highly likely to be regulating genes associated with the other signature 

(MesLike). We have two pieces of evidence to support this: mir-200 family is 

significantly positively correlated to EpMesVec, and many genes with negative 

EpMesVecPCC are enriched in motifs complementary to the mir-200 family. 

4.3 Intersecting Protein-Protein Interaction Networks and 

marDUSE Target Predictions Suggest the mir-200 Family is 

Regulating Mesenchymal Genes 

To establish targets in context of protein interaction data, we used the BioGrid 

database (141) (Version 2.0.39) to visualize mir-200b target predictions. BioGrid 

integrates information from diverse sources, and is not originally mir-200b target 

specific. To reduce the interactions to ones relevant to our context, we selected 

interactions that included mir-200b marDUSE predictions. That is, we visualized a 

network of the marDUSE targets, and all interactions with those targets and each other. 

The network is composed of proteins (nodes or vertices in the network), where an edge 

connects any two proteins if they interact according to BioGrid. To investigate the targets 

from a network perspective, we started with targets that had among the most interactions. 

The idea is simple, and potentially naïve: we suspect that the most critical mir-200b 

targets will have among the most interactions in the network. Recent work showed that 

miRNA target sites are enriched among the most connected proteins with low clustering 
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coefficients (150), and highly connected scaffold proteins (51). As a result, we feel the 

highly connected targets are good starting points for elucidating mir-200b function. 

To examine predicted mir-200 targets we use two novel algorithms, marVLE and 

marDUSE (described in Chapter 2), but for brevity we focus primarily on the mir-200b 

target analysis using the marDUSE algorithm. We trained marDUSE on mRNA 

projections on the EpMesVec. The analysis presented here could incorporate alternative 

target prediction algorithms, which are reviewed elsewhere (53, 60), by simply rescaling 

sequence-based predictions by, for example, EpMesVecPCC estimates. The point is to 

leverage the biological context at hand to prioritize purely sequence-based predictions.  

4.3.1 Incorporating mir-200b Overexpression Experiments 

 In order to validate the marDUSE predicted targets, we transfected the 

mesenchymal MDA-MB-231 cell lines with mir-200b mimics, and profiled gene 

expression at 18 and 72 hours. We compared the expression changes of genes relative to 

a scrambled mimic experiment at the same time point. This produced relative gene 

expression changes at 18 hours (mir.200b.18h) and 72 hours (mir.200b.72h). 

Mir.200b.18h consists of 3 mir-200b mimic transfections relative to 2 scrambled 

transfections with gene expression profiled at 18 hours. Mir.200b.72h consists of 3 mir-

200b mimic transfections relative to 3 scrambled transfections with gene expression 

profiled at 72 hours. Gene expression levels were measured by Affymetrix HGU133 Plus 

2 microarrays, and were batch normalized using the justGCRMA function in the gcrma 

library (84). A 1:1 relationship between probesets and genes were established by 

assigning the most variable probeset (based on raw signal intensity) to a gene. The t-

statistics were calculated using the limma package in R, and p-values were adjusted using 
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the Benjamini-Hochberg method controlling for false discovery rate (FDR) (88). Fold 

changes and statistics calculated during mir.200b.18h and mir.200b.72h experiments are 

likely necessary but not sufficient to prove a gene is mir-200b target. Secondary effects 

of mir-200b could drive differential expression of a gene, and we will not be able to 

distinguish direct from indirect targets. 

4.3.2 marDUSE Results Using a 100% Conservation Threshold 

First, we ran marDUSE on EpMesVecPCC values to evaluate targets with a kmer 

size of 7 (7mer), and filtered out all 7mers that didn’t have an average of 80% 

conservation. marDUSE predicted 36 target genes. Upon closer examination of 

marDUSE (and marVLE) targets at these settings is Slug (SNAI2). SNAI2 is actually in 

the MesLike signature, but is not a highly connected protein. SNAI2 is a zinc finger 

transcription factor that represses CDH1 expression, and can induce EMT (151). Mir-

200b targeting of SNAI2 is of great interest because the result suggests mir-200b 

maintains the epithelial balance of the cell. In this case, only marVLE and marDUSE 

predict SNAI2 as a target because the target site is not 100% conserved in a 4 or 5 

genome multiple sequence alignment. Unfortunately, we did not find SNAI2 to be 

differentially expressed in either mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h, although qPCR 

experiments did show SNAI2 downregulation (data not shown). 

 Next, we performed another marDUSE run to predict mir-200b targets based on 

their projection on the EpMesVec. We kept the kmer size set at 7, but now we consider 

target site motifs of size 7 with 100% conservation. That is, all predicted target sites are 

now 100% conserved in a 5-genome multiple sequence alignment. These settings 

produced 86 targets. Figure 15 shows the mir-200b target network: a protein-protein 
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interaction network in the context of the marDUSE target prediction list. Also shown, are 

the predicted mir-200b targets with the most connections. Here we discuss some of the 

most connected targets in the network. 

 The TATA binding protein (TBP) (EpMesVecPCC = -.21 with p-value=.01) is an 

interesting target because TBP overexpression can lead to oncogenesis (152),  but it 

would seem unlikely for such a fundamentally important protein with only a 594bp 

3’UTR could be regulated by a miRNA. Indeed, we saw no significant change in TBP 

expression in either mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h experiments. Another target gene with 

several interactions is moesin (MSN) (EpMesVecPCC = -.74 with p-value << .05), 

which, like SNAI2, is one of the genes in the MesLike signature. MSN, a structural cross-

linker protein, is a basal breast cancer marker located on chromosome X, and is strongly 

expressed after TGF-β treatment (153), a potent inducer of EMT.  Even though several 

programs predict MSN to be a mir-200b target, MSN was not differentially expressed in 

either mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h. The v-ets erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene 

homolog 1 (avian) (ETS1) is a multifunctional transcription factor that is also a gene in 

the MesLike signature (EpMesVecPCC = -.72 with p-value<<.05). It is implicated in 

numerous processes including angiogenesis and telomerase regulation, and, along with 

MSN and recently discovered mir-200b target, ZEB1, is induced during EMT (154, 155). 

It is significantly downregulated in mir.200b.18h (p-value=.005/FDR=.06), but not in 

mir.200b.72h. SNAP25 (EpMesVecPCC = -.44 with p-value<<.05) is a relatively 

neuronal specific plasma membrane protein that, in combination with another predicted 

mir-200b target syntaxin 1A (STX1A) (EpMesVecPCC = -.21 with p-value=.01), 

partially compose the SNARE complex (156). SNARE is critical to fuse the plasma 
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membrane to synaptic vesicles for neurotransmission. Neither SNAP25 nor STX1A were 

significantly downregulated in mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h, but we found very low 

signal from the SNAP25 and STX1A probesets in the tested MDA-MB-231 cell lines. 

This suggests we may not be testing in the appropriate cell-line, which is consistent with 

the relatively high brain specific expression of these two genes. Another highly 

connected target is the GTPase RAB8B (EpMesVecPCC = -.52 with p-value<<.05), a 

member of the RAS oncogene family. RAB8B is significantly anticorrelated with CDH1 

(PCC=-.35 with p-value << .05), but the two have been shown to co-localize in adherens 

junctions where RAB8B likely sequesters CDH1 during junction disassembly (157). 

RAB8B is significantly downregulated in both mir.200b.18h and mir.200b.72h with FDR 

< .05. This finding is complementary to recent work showing ZEB1, a CDH1 repressor, 

as a mir-200b target. V-crk sarcoma virus CT10 oncogene homolog (avian)-like (CRKL), 

a protein involved in signal transduction by binding focal adhesion proteins through its 

SH2 and SH3 domains, is also a predicted mir-200b target. CRKL was shown to 

transform fibroblasts through Ras activation (158). CRKL is actually more epithelial than 

mesenchymal according to EpMesVec projections (EpMesVecPCC = .28 with p-

value=.001), but mir.200b.18h suggests CRKL is a valid target. CRKL was almost 

significantly downregulated in mir.200b.18h experiments (p-value=.008 with FDR=.08), 

but not in mir.200b.72h experiments. The last target we will investigate based on 

interaction frequency of the BioGrid interaction database is protein kinase C (PKC), 

alpha (PRKCA). PRKCA is one of the many isoforms of PKC, and is involved in 

numerous biological processes including cell migration and motility. Depletion of 

PRKCA reduced metastasis of melanoma cells (159), and the ratio of PRKCA to CDH1 
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in colon carcinoma cell lines was significantly correlated with cell migration (160). As 

expected, PRKCA is mesenchymal by expression (EpMesVecPCC = -.42 with p-

value<<.05), and is signficantly downregulated in both mir.200b.18h and mir.200b.72h 

experiments (FDR < .05). 

If we consider mesenchymal characteristics, target confidence, interaction 

frequency, and differential expression from mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h we 

hypothesize ETS1, RAB8B and PRKCA are among the most appealing targets from the 

protein-protein interaction network. Incidentally, TBP, MSN, ETS1, SNAP25, STX1A, 

RAB8B, and CRKL are all predicted mir-200b targets according to both TargetScan 4.0 

and marVLE, while PRKCA is only a predicted target according to TargetScan 4.0 and 

marDUSE. 

One glaring omission from our target lineup is, of course, ZEB1. Embarrassingly, 

ZEB1 was not included in our target list because the automated procedure used in 

mapping affymetrix probesets to gene symbols did not assign any probesets to ZEB1. As 

a result, the gene was not evaluated. However, after manually assigning the probeset 

212764_at to ZEB1 and rerunning marDUSE with the same options as before did in fact 

show ZEB1 was the top predicted target. ZEB1 is one of the rather obvious mir-200 

family targets because ZEB1 is so significantly downregulated in mir.200b.18h (p-

value=10-6, FDR=.004,rank=22) and mir.200b.72 (p-value=10-8,FDR=10-5,rank=6). 

4.4 Mir-200b is Likely Regulating EGFR Inhibitors 

 In order to focus on miRNA targets that are downregulated in mir.200b.18h or 

mir.200b.72h, we filtered out any edges from the miRNA target network that did not 

connect 2 significantly differentially expressed genes. That is, we created a sub network 
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that contains only differentially expressed genes from the mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h 

experiments. We started with the original defined mir-200b target network, but filtered 

out all edges where both proteins were not significantly differentially expressed in either 

mir.200b.18h or mir.200b.72h in order to produce a mir-200b target and coregulated 

network (See Figure 16). 

Some nodes of interest are those that associate with EGFR. PKC, and in particular 

PRKCA (161), has been shown to inhibit both ligand binding and tyrosine kinase activity 

of EGFR by phosphorylating Thr 654 of EGFR - see, for example, reference (162). 

Although PKC can ‘transmodulate’ EGFR, it doesn’t directly affect EGFR levels (163). 

Processing by the CBL pathway is more responsible for the ubiquitination and 

degradation of EGFR (164). Interestingly, CBL also interacts with another predicted mir-

200b target, CRKL (165, 166). Perhaps not surprisingly, mir-200a is predicted to target 

CBL. All these lines of evidence suggest mir-200b (and likely mir-200a) operates to 

prohibit interference of EGFR function by targeting PRKCA, CRKL, and CBL. 

Incidentally, EGFR and CDH1 co-cluster and physically interact in areas of epithelial 

cell-cell contact to activate downstream MAPK signaling (167). MET, another non-target 

significantly upregulated, has also been shown to be ubiquitinated by CBL (168). This 

further supports the disruption of the CBL pathway. 

Our first line of evidence to support this hypothesis is examination of expression 

values upon mir-200b overexpression. Interestingly, CBL, and PRKCA as previously 

mentioned, are signficantly downregulated in both mir.200b.18h and mir.200b.72h 

experiments (FDR < .05), and CRKL was almost significantly downregulated in 

mir.200b.18h experiments (p-value=.008 with FDR=.08). Although this evidence is 
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indirect, the differential expression of these EGFR modulators is in line with 

expectations. 

4.5 Conclusion 

We present a generic computational approach that uses mRNA and miRNA 

microarray data to find miRNAs and targets associated with predefined gene signatures. 

Clearly, this analysis is not specific to the composition of the signatures, but the 

signatures must be complementary in some sense. For example, the EpLike and MesLike 

signatures represent relatively mutually exclusive identities for cells. This allows a more 

straightforward interpretation of our analysis: miRNAs strongly associated with one 

signature are likely regulating genes associated with the other signature. A t-test or 

comparable statistic can evaluate how well the 2 complementary genesets are separated 

on the first principal component, which will lend credence to any biological 

interpretation. One of the benefits of this type of analysis protocol is the wealth of data 

used to generate, and partially test, the hypothesis that epithelial miRNAs regulate 

mesenchymal genes.  
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Figure 14 Analysis To Discover miRNA Expression and Targets in Epithelial and 

Mesenchymal Contexts. 

(A) Flowchart depiction of initial analysis pipeline. First, two complementary signatures 

(genesets) are selected, such as manually curated signatures tabulating epithelial (EpLike) 

and mesenchymal (MesLike) genes (102).  Next, the primary principal component 

(EpMesVec) is used to sort the cell lines by their epithelial (or mesenchymal) strength 

where statistical validation can independently evaluate the cell line and signature 

separation. Once significance is established, miRNAs, and frequencies of motif 

complementary to the 5’ end of the miRNAs, are correlated to the EpMesVec. A 

functionally relevent context is found when significantly correlated miRNAs have a 
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corresponding anti-correlated motif signal. (B) Distribution of miRNA Pearson 

Correlation Coefficients (PCC) to the EpMesVec. The upper red rug plot are the PCC 

values of the MesLike signature, while the lower blue rug plot are the PCC values of the 

EpLike signature. It is clear the first principal component strongly separates the two 

signatures. This confirms the relatively mutally exclusive nature of these two biological 

contexts. The most negative PCC from the MesLike signature is Vimentin (VIM), and the 

most positive PCC from the EpLike signature is Claudin 7 (CLDN7); E-cadherin (CDH1) 

was 6th. (C) The distribution of motif PCC values predicted from mirDUCE. These 

motifs are derived from the 5’ end of known miRNAs, and show that the members of the 

mir-200 family of miRNAs strongly positively correlated to EpMesVec have a strongly 

negative motif signal, which is indicative of a targeting cascade. (D) miRNA clusters 

corresponding to epithelial miRNAs labeled in (B) that also have a significant target 

signature in (C). 
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Figure 15 mir-200b Target Network. 

The original human protein-protein interaction dataset in BioGrid contains 24,700 

interactions, but interaction set was filtered to include only interactions relevent to the 86 

mir-200b targets predicted by marDUSE. The multicolored layout shows the most 

heavily connected targets, and all their interactions are green while all other interactions 

are black (See Interaction Annotation in the inset). All proteins (nodes) are colored based 

on their expression values in mir.200b.72: red shows downregulation during mir.200b.72 

experiments while blue is upregulation. Predicted marDUSE targets are labeled with a ‘+’ 

while marVLE targets are labeled with ‘x’ (See Node Annotation in the inset). The 

network coordinates were generated by LGL (169). 
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Figure 16 mir-200b Target and Coregulated Network. 

The above network is the previously described mir-200b target network, but we removed 

all edges that do not connect two significantly differentially expressed (FDR <= .05) 

genes (See Interaction Annotation in the inset). The color schemes for each node are the 

same as described in Figure 15 with the highly connected nodes labeled, but with an 

additional coloring for the mir.200b.18h experiments (See Node Annotation in the inset). 

Again, the network coordinates were generated by LGL (169). 
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5 Appendix 

5.1 Introduction 

 This README provides test examples for using mirDUCE and marDUSE on 

publicly available data sets, eg. ref (40). mirDUCE is a program that correlates motif 

frequencies with gene expression in order to infer miRNA expression. marDUSE is a 

program that looks for enrichment of motifs in differentially expressed genes to infer 

miRNA targets. Logically, one would use mirDUCE to investigate a potential motif 

signal in a data set, and then use marDUSE to infer targets. 

 This analysis should only serve as part of a more complete analysis to infer 

miRNA targets. Methods for detecting miRNA expression have been published 

elsewhere (4, 49, 50), but additional methods outside of experimental validation include 

detecting differential expression of precalculated unscored miRNA targets (such as those 

from TargetScan 3.0) in the context of a t-test or nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test. 

For example, for each miRNA target gene set calculate the appropriate statistic between 

the two groups (target and non-target), and sort results by ascending p-value. In addition, 

one could treat miRNA targets as gene sets and score the target families using the Gene 

Set Enrichment Analysis algorithm (92, 170) or Gene Set Analysis algorithm (171). 

Additional methods to infer targets (besides downloading precomputed results from sites 

such as http://www.targetscan.org) have been reviewed elsewhere (53, 60). 

However, we feel the best way to predict miRNA targets is to either overexpress 

or disrupt the miRNA in a physiologically relevant context, and investigate genes that are 

differentially expressed. By intersecting the differentially expressed genes to virtually 
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any predicted target list is probably a stronger target prediction approach than any target 

prediction list in isolation. 

5.2 Compiling and Installing mirDUCE and marDUSE 

 Both programs are in the C++ programming language, and require a C++ 

compiler. Compiling both programs has only been tested on Linux and Mac OS X. In 

fact, all work here, including the case studies, is likely to work only on UNIX based 

systems. Before trying to compile these programs you must install the GNU Scientific 

Library (http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl), and have the libraries in your path at compile 

time. After downloading and unpacking the mirmar.tar.gz package you should change to 

the mirmar root directory, and locate the Makefile. You might have to modify the 

Makefile to insure proper include (INCPATH) and linking (LINKLIBS) paths. Once all 

of that is set, just type “make”: 

Prompt> make  

 This will produce 2 binary files: mirduce and marduse. The binaries can then be 

placed in more convenient locations. If you plan on using any of the additional Perl 

scripts you must install BioPerl (http://www.bioperl.org). You would be missing Perl 

libraries if you see any errors of the nature “Can’t locate XXXXX in @INC (@INC 

contains: ….”. If you have R installed, you will be able to use some of the R scripts as 

well (http://www.r-project.org). Note that some precompiled binaries are in the 

linux.binaries and macosx.binaries directories. 
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5.3 Additional Files and Directories 

 Additional scripts are included to provide additional insight into results from 

mirDUCE and marDUSE. These files are located in the R and perls directories. In 

addition, useful 3’UTR data and the case study are based on information in the data 

directory. There is also a t_mirmar directory, that includes programs for simulating 

3’UTRs and expression data to evaluate mirDUCE and marDUSE. Those directories 

contain READMEs for more information.  The remaining files are just for compiling 

mirDUCE and marDUSE. 

5.4 MirDUCE Usage 

 Run the mirDUCE program at the command line without any arguments to give 

the usage with available options. Below is a table with more complete explanations. The 

following definitions should be noted: kmer is subsequence of length k typically from the 

5’ end of the miRNA; motif is target subsequence also of length k (kmers and motifs are 

complementary to each other). Additional notes about mirDUCE: 1) Sequences are case 

sensitive so if you want to mask out certain regions of the target sequences (or query 

miRNA sequences) then use lower case sequences. Otherwise, everything should be 

upper case. 2) You can provide DNA or RNA sequences, but all sequences will be 

converted to RNA. 3) All files should be of a UNIX text files and not Windows text files. 

Use a dos2unix program to convert between file types. The following tables describe 

mirDUCE. 

Required Input file Description 
expression.txt The file should be a tab delimited (UNIX 

not Windows) 2 column file where the first 
column has gene names and the second 
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column has gene expression. The file 
should NOT contain a header row (The 
first row should not be column identifiers). 
The gene names in the first column must be 
synched with gene names in the target 
sequence file. 

mirnas.fa A FASTA file containing the miRNA 
sequences. 

targets.fa A FASTA file containing the target 
sequences, which are likely 3’UTR 
sequences. The gene names should 
identically match the gene names in 
expression.txt in the same order. 

 
Options Description 

-L LowerKmerSize MirDUCE decomposes the mirnas into a 
range of kmers with the lower length set by 
this option. For example, set 
LowerKmerSize to 6 ( -L 6 ) to have the 
smallest kmer be a hexamer. This can be 
used in combination with the –U option. 

-U UpperKmerSize MirDUCE decomposes the mirnas into a 
range of kmers with the upper length set by 
this option. For example, set 
UpperKmerSize to 7 ( -U 7 ) to have the 
largest kmer be a heptamer. This can be 
used in combination with the –L option. 

-M mismatches The number of mismatches allowed when 
aligning query kmers from the miRNAs to 
the target sequences. The default (and 
recommended option) is 0. Hashing is used 
when –M and –G are set to 0. 

-P PvalueCutoff Filter out all kmers that have a p-value 
(unadjusted) greater than PvalueCutoff. 

-G Wobbles The number of G::U wobbles allowed 
when aligning query kmers from the 
miRNAs to the target sequences. The 
default (and recommended option) is 0. 

-C KmerCount Since mirDUCE decomposes miRNA into 
kmers, -C determines how many kmers 
from the 5’ end of each miRNA are 
actually kept. Most believe the first 8 bases 
of the miRNA has the regulatory effect so 
–C 3 is recommended for hexamers and –C 
2 is recommended for heptamers. 

-m KmerFile A list of kmers to use for the analysis. This 
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should be a two column file with no 
header. You must still provide the input file 
mirnas.fa even though it might not be used 
for the results. The first column is the list 
of query kmers, and the second column is a 
0 based index of which target sequence file 
the query kmer(s) should be applied. If you 
only have 1 target sequence file then the 2nd 
column are all zeros, and this is the most 
likely usage. The second column is only 
used when multiple target sequence files 
are queried. 

-w Weightfile The weightfile is used to weight the 
correlation coefficient between the motifs 
and expression. The weightfile should have 
as many rows as expression.txt with each 
row having a single tab delimited weight 
for each base in targets.fa. The first column 
will always be the gene id (synched with 
targets.fa and expression.txt). The weight is 
applied to the correlation coefficient by 
counting the weighted motif counts in 
correlation coefficient. The weighted motif 
count is average weight of bases spanning 
the motif. The weights could be useful 
predictors of target sites such as 
conservation and accessibility. Note that 
this is different than marDUSE, which uses 
the –w option as a filter. 

-p Perform a permutation test to estimate the 
p-value instead of using the theoretical 
distribution. This is a binary option, which 
by default is “off” (will not permuate for p-
value estimates). The number of 
permutations is set to 1000 if –p is set. This 
computation is more expensive. 

-A kmersize By default, mirDUCE will use the miRNAs 
provided in mirna.fa as the source of 
kmers. However, you can query all 
possible kmers of a given kmersize by 
setting this option. This is really only 
useful for kmersize equal to 6 (-A 6) 
because a kmersize equal to 7 or greater 
requires an enormous kmer space to 
explore, and will be computationally 
expensive. 
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-o OutputDir Dump all result files in “OutputDir”. By 
default the output dir is current working 
directory “.”. 

-I IncrementType The type of increment to use when a motif 
complementary to the query kmer is found. 
–I 0 would give a “Normalized Increment”, 
such that the increment is in multiples of 1 
divided the length of the target sequence. 
-I 1 would give a “Standard Increment” 
such that the increment is in multiples of 1. 

 
Output Files Description 

targets.fa.significant_motifs.txt The output file name is generated by 
adding a file suffix 
“.significant_motifs.txt” to the input target 
sequence file name (typically 3’UTR 
sequences). The result file contains: the 
query kmer (QueryKmer); the Pearson 
correlation coefficient (Corr) of expression 
to motifs complementary to QueryKmer; 
The correlation statistic (CorrStatistic); the 
unadjusted p-value (PCorr); and the 
sequences that contain QueryKmer 
(OriginalSequences). 

5.5 mirDUCE Case Study: Analyzing miRNA Overexpression 

Data 

 Firstly, this analysis is likely only to work on UNIX based systems such as Mac 

OS X and Linux, and all commands are specific to UNIX based systems. Also note that 

you must have BioPerl installed. This case study also represents the simplest (and least 

interesting) possible scenario: detecting which miRNA is most strongly expressed when 

you have a cell line transfected with a small RNA duplex. This scenario is a good proof 

of concept application of mirDUCE. 

The analysis starts in the data subdirectory of the mirmar package: 
 
Prompt> cd /wherever/you/unpacked/mirmar-version 
Prompt> cd data 
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 You are at the root data directory, which has additional directories each of which 

has README files associated with their content. The directory we are interested in is 

Lim.et.al: 

Prompt> cd Lim.et.al 

 This directory is already setup to process the freely available data (40). The 

preprocessed data is limdata.xls, which is simply a link to OriginalData/limdata.xls (See 

the README file in OriginalData for additional information). A Perl script is available 

to batch process the mirDUCE runs (and also serves as the most convenient interface to 

mirDUCE): 

Prompt> ../../perls/batch_mirduce.pl limdata.xls 1>out 2>err 

The first time you run this script you will get an error because you must configure 

the root directory of mirmar package. You must manually edit the variable 

$ROOTDIR in the batch_mirduce.pl file. For example, this could be 

/home/adai/mirmar-1.0. You can run the script without arguments to get the usage, but 

basically it analyzes each column in limdata.xls, and creates a directory based on the 

name column to store the results. That is, the first row in limdata.xls is used to define 

output directories to store mirDUCE runs from each column. If the above command fails, 

you can inspect the “err” file for problems. You should examine the “err” file produced 

above for example mirDUCE program usage. Examine lines that begin with the word 

“Running”. Also, if the command fails you should delete any directories that were 

created from batch_mirduce.pl (They come from the first row in limdata.xls) because 

batch_mirduce.pl will not erase and overwrite results of previous runs. Two directories of 

importance are produced: GSM37599 (mir-1 overexpressed at 24 hours) and GSM37601 

(mir-124 overexpressed at 24 hours). If you inspect the *significant_motifs.txt file in 
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each of the directories you will see the top ranked motifs are related to the overexpressed 

RNA duplex. Here are the contents from a single mirDUCE batch run: 

Prompt> ls 
err  GSM37599  GSM37601  limdata.xls  OriginalData  out  README 
Prompt> ls GSM5799 
accessibility.extrap.txt.synched.txt 
GSM37599.tempexp.txt.synched.txt 
maperr 
mapout 
utrs.cons.txt.synched.txt 
utrs.fa.synched.txt 
utrs.fa.synched.txt.significant_motifs.txt 
 
accessibility.extrap.txt.synched.txt is a gene synched base pair 

accessibility file; GSM37599.tempexp.txt.synched.txt is a gene synched 

expression file generated by sync_seqs_exp.pl (located in the perls directory, it synchs 

sequence and expression data for mirDUCE – run the script without arguments for the 

usage); utrs.fa.synched.txt contains the 3’UTR sequences; 

utrs.fa.synched.txt.significant_motifs.txt is the mirDUCE result file; 

utrs.cons.txt.synched.txt is the percent conserved of each base in 5 different 

genomes; and mapout and maperr are just log files to be ignored unless the program 

crashed. For now, ignore the weight files. Each of the 3’UTR sequence and expression 

files are synched by name to the expression file. The subsequent analysis is valid for any 

of the two output directories so we will just examine the results from one: GSM37601. 

Prompt> cd GSM37599 

Prompt> head -2 utrs.fa.synched.txt.significant_motifs.txt 

QueryKmer Corr CorrStatistic PCorr OriginalSequences 

GGAAUG  -0.134106 -13.9382 2.11074e-43 [hsa-miR-1,2][hsa-miR-206,2] 

As we can see the top motif predicted by mirDUCE corresponds to mir-1, and that is 

what we expect. If we wanted to see what arguments were given to mirDUCE by default 

we can examine the output file “err” that was created during the batch mirDUCE runs. 
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Prompt> grep Running ../err | grep mirduce 
Running: /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-1.0/mirduce -L6 -U7 -I1 -
P10 GSM37599.tempexp.txt.synched.txt /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-
1.0/data/WeightSeqFiles/mirnas.fa /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-
1.0/data/WeightSeqFiles/utrs.fa.synched.txt 
Running: /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-1.0/mirduce -L6 -U7 -I1 -
P10 GSM37601.tempexp.txt.synched.txt /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-
1.0/data/WeightSeqFiles/mirnas.fa /Users/adai/Desktop/mirmar-
1.0/data/WeightSeqFiles/utrs.fa.synched.txt 
 
Two entries are produced because mirDUCE was run twice (one for each value column in 

limdata.xls (GSM37599 and GSM37601). We recommend running mirDUCE through 

the wrapper script because it handles all the necessary preprocessing, and you can run 

mirDUCE again with the options you would like. For example, to run mirDUCE with the 

Normalized Increment, and removing all kmers with a p-value greater than .05: 

Prompt> ../../../mirduce -L6 -U7 –I0 –P.05 \   
GSM37601.tempexp.txt.synched.txt ../../WeightSeqFiles/mirnas.fa \  
utrs.fa.synched.txt 
 
This would have been difficult before because the expression and UTR file was not 

properly synched by gene ids. 

5.6 MarDUSE Usage 

 marDUSE combines sequence and expression data into a probabilistic model to 

calculate the log odds ratio of a gene being a target vs. a non-target. In order for a gene to 

be considered, it must have at least one motif complementary to one of the first 3 kmers 

at the 5’ end of the query miRNA. The kmer size can be 6 or 7 (See the –k option). 

marDUSE uses a mixture model to attempt to separate genes that might have motifs by 

chance from those that have legitimate target site motifs by integrating expression data. 

Motifs can be filtered out using information such as conservation (See the –w and –W 

options). Run the marDUSE program at the command line without any arguments to give 
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the usage with available options. The usage is very similar to mirDUCE, but the tables 

below give more detailed usage information. 

Required Input file Description 
expression.txt Same as mirDUCE. 
mirnas.fa Same as mirDUCE. 
targets.fa Same as mirDUCE. 
 

Options Description 
-w WeightFile This is not like mirDUCE. The format of 

WeightFile is the same as that described for 
mirDUCE, but the application is quite 
different. In the case of marDUSE, the 
weights are used to filter subsequences out 
of targets.fa based on the –W option (See 
below). 

-W WeightCutoff A weight cutoff used to filter out 
subsequences in targets.fa. The average 
weight of a target site motif (a motif 
complementary to a subsequence of the 
5’end of the miRNA) must exceed 
WeightCutoff or the motif is dropped, and 
not considered further. 

-s Seed This is used as the seed sequence for the 
srand function in marDUSE. Changing this 
value could give different results. 

-k KmerSize The size of the kmer subsequences from 
the 5’end of the miRNA to use for motif 
searches. The default is 6, but 7 is also a 
good value to use. The first 3 subsequences 
of the 5’end of the miRNA are used. 

-o OutputDir Same as mirDUCE. 
-O SeqOnlyRatio If SeqOnlyRatio is 1 then only the 

sequence information is used, and not the 
expression data. If 0, then both sequence 
and expression information are used. The 
default is 0. This option is deprecated. 

-t Tries Make Tries attempts at maximizing the 
probability of the data. Each try has the 
string tryX embedded in the output file 
name where X is the optimizer attempt. 
Multiple attempts by the optimizer can be 
useful for evaluating the stability of a 
result. 

-r Nt2TRatio Give an estimate for initial condition of the 
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non-target to target ratio. The default is 10. 
This option is deprecated.  

-S Do not use a sigmoid function to mitigate 
potential outliers in the expression data. 
This option could be set if, for example, the 
expression data was converted to ranks. 

 
Output Files Description 

targets.fa.SeedSeq.marduse_results.txt The primary result file for 
marDUSE. The string SeedSeq will 
actually be the first 8 bases (-k 6) or 
first 9 bases (-k 7) of the miRNA 
family used in the analysis. The 
order of the rows matches the order 
or index (NDX column) as that in the 
input expression.txt or targets.fa 
files. The ID column has the same 
gene names. Each row is labeled as a 
target (GROUP is “T”) or non-target 
(GROUP is “F”), if the RATIO 
column is greater than 0 or less than 
0 respectively. The TP and NTP give 
the log base 2 of the target and non-
target probabilities. TSP and NTSP 
give the log base 2 of the target and 
non-target sequence probabilities 
(strictly from the non-central 
hypergeometric distributions). 
TEXPP and NTEXPP give the log 
base 2 of the target and non-target 
expression probabilities (strictly 
from the Gaussian distributions). 
EXP gives the mean centered, 
standard deviation of 1, and 
potentially sigmoid scaled expression 
values. C1, C2, and C3 give the 
count of target site motifs 
complementary to the first, second 
and third kmers of the 5’ end of the 
miRNAs. C0 is the count of all other 
kmers. 

targets.fa.SeedSeq.marduse.weights_summary.txt This is the parameter summary file 
for the marDUSE run. This file 
summarizes all the miRNAs process 
from marDUSE, along with the 
parameters produced from the 
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optimization procedure. Each row 
will contain results from miRNAs 
with identical 5’ sequences (SEQ 
column). The target (non-target) 
Gaussian has a mean TM (NTM) and 
standard deviation TSD (NTSD). 
The non-central hypergeometric 
distribution has normalized 
parameters which sum to 1. The 
target (non-target) parameters are 
TC0, TC1, TC2, TC3 (NTC0, NTC1, 
NTC2, NTC3). Each weight 
corresponds to the respective 
preference for C0, C1, C2 and C3 
frequencies. MP is the mixture 
coefficient. 

5.7 mirDUCE and marDUSE Case Study: Predicting miRNAs and 

Targets Associated with Epithelial Identity 

 To evaluate mirDUCE and marDUSE in a true application, we consider the 

following hypothesis: Could epithelial miRNAs be regulating mesenchymal genes (or 

vice-versa)? It is beyond the scope of this case study to fully discuss epithelial and 

mesenchymal cell types, but suffice it to say that the two cell types are relatively 

mutually exclusive. Epithelial cells tend to be structurally coherent and immobile marked 

by strong E-Cadherin (CDH1) expression, as opposed to mesenchymal cells, which are 

structurally independent and mobile marked by strong expression of the intermediate 

filament protein vimentin (VIM). In this case study, we use previously generated scores 

(defined as EpMesVecPCC) that ranked the epithelial (or mesenchymal) strength of each 

gene. For example, the EpMesVecPCC for the epithelial marker CDH1 is .75 and VIM is 

-.84. Epithelial genes are more positive, while mesenchymal genes are more negative. 

First we use mirDUCE to detect a potential transcriptional cascade of targets, and then 

we use marDUSE to predict targets. 
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 To begin, from the mirmar package root directory, change into the data directory 

with the EpMesVecPCC scores: 

Prompt> cd data/EpMes 

The file mrna.epmes.cors.txt has the EpMesVecPCC for each gene, so we begin by using 

mirDUCE to look for a potential target cascade. That is, we look for motif frequencies 

correlated (or anti-correlated) with EpMesVecPCC scores. 

Prompt> ../../perls/batch_mirduce.pl mrna.epmes.cors.txt 1>out 

2>err 

Again, you may want to adjust the default options in batch_mirduce.pl. If we dump the 

top predictions we see the following (Using the –I1 option in mirDUCE): 

Prompt> cd mRNA.EpMesVec.PCC 
Prompt> head -3 utrs.fa.synched.txt.significant_motifs.txt 
QueryKmer Corr CorrStatistic PCorr OriginalSequences 
AAUACUG -0.0935652 -11.9077 1.99767e-32 [hsa-miR-200b,2]… 
UAAUAC  -0.0894467 -11.3793 8.86946e-30 [hsa-miR-200b,1]… 

 
This shows that the most significant kmers are two subsequences belonging to the same 

set of miRNAs – the mir-200 family. The correlations (Corr column) are negative, which 

means the motif frequencies are negatively correlated with EpMesVecPCC. That implies 

the targets are mesenchymal in nature. We can redo the analysis with –I0 option for 

mirDUCE: 

Prompt> ../../../mirduce –I0 \   
mRNA.EpMesVec.PCC.tempexp.txt.synched.txt \   
../../WeightSeqFiles/mirnas.fa utrs.fa.synched.txt 
Prompt> head -3 utrs.fa.synched.txt.significant_motifs.txt 
QueryKmer Corr CorrStatistic PCorr OriginalSequences 
AUAUAA  -0.0624803 -7.93228 2.42777e-15 [hsa-miR-410,2] 
AAUACUG -0.0619956 -7.8705 3.97062e-15 [hsa-miR-200b,2]… 
 
Again, we see the mir-200 family ranks near the top. Incidentally, we calculated 

EpMesVecPCC for miRNAs as well as mRNAs, and it turns out the mir-200 family has 

among the most positive EpMesVecPCC. In other words, we have strong evidence the 
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mir-200 family is strongly epithelial, and the targets are mesenchymal in nature. We 

highly recommend that mirDUCE be used in combination with miRNA expression data 

to corroborate any potential transcriptional cascade. For example, a very significant score 

from mirDUCE paired with significant miRNA expression is very convincing evidence 

of a transcriptional cascade. Incidentally, just strong miRNA expression is insufficient for 

producing a significant transcriptional cascade (86). Now, we use marDUSE to 

investigate the targets with 100% conserved target sites (-W1 –w utrs.cons.txt) and target 

sites of size 7 (-k7): 

Prompt> grep -A1 200b ../../WeightSeqFiles/mirnas.fa > 200b.fa 
Prompt> ../../../marduse -w utrs.cons.txt.synched.txt -W 1 -k 7 \   
mRNA.EpMesVec.PCC.tempexp.txt.synched.txt 200b.fa \   
utrs.fa.synched.txt 
 
The result file is utrs.fa.synched.txt.UAAUACUGC.marduse_results.txt, which is a tab- 

delimited file that can be loaded by any spreadsheet program or R. The substring 

UAAUACUGC comes from the first 9 bases of mir-200b. Predicted targets have a value 

greater than 0 in the RATIO column (or a “T” in the GROUP column) in the result file. 

5.8 Copyright and Contact 

 All programs and content are copyright Alex Adai 2007 and are freely available 

under the GNU GPL license except where stated. Many thanks to the GNU Scientific 

Library (http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/), BioPerl (http://www.bioperl.org/) and Agner 

Fog’s (http://www.agner.org) implementations of the noncentral hypergeometric 

distribution. You can email Alex Adai at: alex dot adai at ucsf dot edu. 
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